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ABSTRACT
MULTILEVEL ANALYSIS OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AMONG US ADULTS
ACROSS US CENSUS REGIONS: THE ROLE OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXTS
Sariyamon Tiraphat
Old Dominion University, 2012
Director: Dr. Harry Zhang

This study uses nationally representative data to explain the variation in physical
activity among U.S. adults across four geographic regions of Northeast, Midwest, South,
and West. The purpose of the study is to investigate whether environmental conditions
inclusive of natural amenity, built environment, urbanization, crime, and social economic
neighborhood are associated with physical activity and whether these associations are
modified by geographic region. The study also investigates whether the influences of
environmental contexts vary by subgroup and whether they are modified by geographic
region. Determining regional factors that influence physical activity is essential to
planning appropriate physical activity interventions.
The dependent variable is adult physical activity (PA). The measure of PA is
dichotomized as either meeting current physical activity recommendations or not. A host
of independent variables are tested to identify empirical relationships with the dependent
variable. Multilevel logistic regression is used to examine the environmental factors and
their cross-level interaction effects that explain variation in PA across the four regions.
In Northeast, built environments and urban status are the environmental contexts
that associate with PA. There are no significant predictors associated with PA in the
Midwest. Three significant PA predictors in the South include built environments, natural

amenities, and socio economic environments. Significant predictors in the West include
urban status, built environments, and socio economic environments.
The study has five major contributions. Firstly, the study finds that living in a
more built environment gives a consistent advantage for whites across the regions,
whereas no advantage of built environment appears among minorities. Secondly, the
study finds that age is a moderator between environments and PA. Older people are
consistently sensitive to immediate environments. Thirdly, unexpected, the study finds
that some minorities such as Asians in high SES counties are more likely to be physically
inactive relative to Asians in low SES counties. Fourthly, the study demonstrates that
Blacks in non-metro South and West are faced with physically inactive. Finally, this
study finds that some sub-population such as Blacks in Northeast residing in high crime
areas are more physically active than those living in less crime areas.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Physical inactivity is associated directly with obesity as well as indirectly with
chronic diseases such as diabetes, heart disease, and high blood pressure. Both individual
and environmental factors influence physical inactivity. There are many interventions
theorized to promote healthy lifestyle, inclusive of physical activity. The interaction
among physical inactivity, health problems, individual and environmental contexts, and
interventions is complex. This study uses national data to identify the environmental
predictors of physical inactivity across the U.S. regions, while controlling individual
covariates. Additionally, the study aims to explore the more complex interactions
between individual and environmental levels. This first chapter gives the overview of the
problem statement, the purpose of the study, background, theoretical model, research
questions, methodology overview, and significance of the study.

1.1 Problem Statement

Physical activity (PA) is a complicated issue related with many factors in
multilevel settings. Over the past two decades much research has focused on
investigating the influence of individual characteristics on physical activity behavior.
Some theories such as social cognitive theory, health belief model, and theory of planned
behavior explain the PA behavior by focusing on cognitive factors. For example, Oka,
Gortner, Stotts, & Haskell (1996) investigated cognitive, social status, and physical
condition as predictors of physical activity in patients with chronic heart failure and
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found that self-efficacy was the strongest predictor. Researchers also realized that public
health challenges are complicated and include factors beyond single level individual
influences (Stokols, 1996). Social ecological models of human behavior focus on the
influences of both individual and environmental factors. Social ecological models assert
that environments (behavior settings) can restrict or promote the PA behavior.
Understanding the influence of behavior settings as well as individual factors may yield a
more complete explanation of the physical activity behavior. Although research in this
area continues, we need research that draws upon several different disciplines to untangle
the complexity inherent in this problem. This study examines the influences of social,
natural, and built environments in order to more thoroughly understand physical activity
among the US population.
According to the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) 2007,
disparity in physical activity exists across the U.S. geographic regions. The evidence
indicates that the percent of adults who participate in physical activity is lowest in the
South, while the highest in the West (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
2008). There are variations in social, natural, and built environments by geographic
regions (Betz, English, & Cordell, 1999; United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA), 2004). For example, the disparity in built environments exists among the
regions. The Western region has more outdoor activity resources relative to the Midwest
region. In addition, the percentage of people in poverty differs across regions. The
Southern region has more people in poverty relative to the Northeast region. If the social
and physical environments differ, then it is reasonable to expect that the associations with
physical activity may also vary.
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Physical activity is likely to be complicated when involving the interaction
between cross level factors. Drawing upon the social ecological model, we assert that the
same environmental conditions may condition individual behavior differently depending
on personality, resources, and attitude (Stokols, 1996). Factors that may moderate the
relationship between environment and physical activity include demographic factors,
socioeconomic status, emotional conditions, cognitive factors, health status, social
factors, and habit strength. Demographic factors are basic characteristics of individuals
such as age, gender, and race/ethnicity. Interventions need to consider demographic
attributes such as gender, age, or minority status. This study investigates whether there
age, gender, and race moderate the relationship between five environmental conditions
and physical activity. Several studies investigate the moderating influences of
demographic factors, but the results are conflicting. For example, in California, Wen,
Kandula, & Lauderdale (2007) find that neighborhood SES is negatively correlated with
walking at recommended levels among blacks but has no effect on whites, Hispanics, or
Asians. While in South Carolina, Boone-Heinonen, Diez Roux, Kiefe, Lewis, & Guillkey
(2011) find that high neighborhood deprivation significantly decreases physical activity
and the associations are stronger for blacks relative to whites. Such inconsistent results
suggest more study is needed to understand the mechanism across subgroups and
geographic settings. The benefit of cross-level interaction will identify how the
environmental conditions affect people in each geographic region.
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1.2 Purpose of the Study

1. This study investigates whether environmental conditions, including natural amenity,
built environment, urbanization, crime, and social economic neighborhood, are associated
with physical activity and whether these associations are modified by geographic region.
2. This study investigates whether demographic factors (gender, age, and race) moderate
the association between environmental factors and physical activity and whether these are
modified by geographic region.

1.3 Background

1.3.1 Physical Activity

A variety of terms describes physical activity, including general physical activity,
leisure-time physical activity, occupational physical activity, exercise, and physical
fitness.
Caspersen, Powell, & Christenson (1985) state that physical activity, exercise, and
physical fitness are terms that describe different concepts, but they are sometimes used
interchangeably. Physical activity is any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles
that result in energy expenditure. Exercise is a subset of physical activity that is planned,
structured, and repetitive and has as a final or an intermediate objective the improvement
or maintenance of physical fitness. Physical fitness is a set of attributes that are either
health- or skill-related.
Sallis and Owen state that "physical activity is defined as any bodily movement
produced by the muscles that result in increased energy expenditure". Moderate intensity
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physical activity, for young adults, is activity requiring approximately 3 to 6 times as
much the energy as rest, equivalent to brisk walking (Sallis & Owen, 1999).
According to Howley (2001), the two types of physical activity are occupational
physical activity (OPA) and leisure time physical activity (LTPA). Leisure time physical
activity, is, "any type of physical activity engaged in during an individual's spare
time"(Der Ananian, Prohaska, & James, 2007). LTPA includes all forms of aerobic
activities, structured endurance exercise programs, resistance-training programs, and
sport. OPA is usually referenced to an 8 hours per day physical activity from a job.

1.3.2 Trend and Prevalence of Physical Activity Among U.S. Adults

Data from 1994 and 1996 Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS)
analyzed by Der Ananian et al. (2007) report that more than one-third of adults aged 55
to74 and 46% of adults over the age of 75 are inactive. Among physical activities,
participation in aerobic activities is more common. Walking is the most common form of
activity among persons of all ages. The prevalence of physical inactivity is higher for
blacks than whites. Nearly 50% of African Americans age 55 or older are inactive.
Gender differences in the prevalence of physical inactivity are observed among
Caucasians only. Caucasian women 65 and older have a higher prevalence of physical
inactivity than men. In general, people with higher BMIs or poor health are more
inactive. Similarly, older adults with disabilities or chronic illnesses are less active than
their healthy counterparts.
The CDC compares the data from the 2001 and 2005 BRFSS surveys and reports
that the prevalence of regular physical activity increased 8.6% among women overall and
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3.5% among men. Among women, significant increases in regular activity are observed
in all racial/ethnic, age, and education-level categories examined, with the exception of
women aged 18 to 24 years. Among men, significant increases in regular physical
activity are observed among respondents aged 45 to 64 years, non-Hispanic whites, nonHispanic African Americans, high school graduates, and college graduates. Among
racial/ethnic groups, significant increases in the prevalence of regular physical activity
from 2001 to 2005 are observed among non-Hispanic black women (15.0%), nonHispanic black men (12.4%), Hispanic women (11.6%), women of other races (13.1%),
non-Hispanic whites women (7.8%), and non-Hispanic whites men (3.4%). Racial/ethnic
disparities in physical activity remained evident in the 2005 survey results. Among men,
non-Hispanic whites have the highest prevalence of regular physical activity (52.3%),
followed by men classified as of other race (45.7%), non-Hispanic blacks (45.3%), and
Hispanics (41.9%). Among women, non-Hispanic whites have the highest prevalence of
regular physical activity, followed by women classified as of other race, Hispanics, and
non-Hispanic blacks (CDC, 2007).
In addition, the CDC analyzed the data from the 2007 BRFSS and reported that
64.5% of US adults are classified as physically active in 2007, including 68.9% of men
and 60.4% of women. By age group, the percentage classified as physically active ranged
from 51.2% (more than_65 years of age) to 74.0% (18-24 years of age). Among
racial/ethnic populations, prevalence of physical activity was lower for non-Hispanic
blacks (56.5%) than for non-Hispanic whites (67.5%). By education level, prevalence
was lowest for persons with less than a high school diploma (52.2%) and highest among
college graduates (70.3%). A larger percentage of persons classified as obese were
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physically inactive than persons classified as overweight or of normal weight (CDC,
2008).

1.3.3 Physical Activity Varied Substantially Across Geographic Areas

Physical activity of the population varies substantially across geographic areas. It
is noted that the percentages of adults who participate in moderate or vigorous physical
activity in 2007 as shown in Figure 1 are lowest among respondents in the south and
highest among those in the west. The percent of physical activities range from 38.6%-60.8%, with 38.6%-47.6% for southern people, 47.8%-49.5% for midwestern, 49.9%53.7% for northeast population, and 53.95-60.8% for people in the west.

O 38.6%-47.6%

• 47.8%-49.5%

H 49.9%-53.7%

• 53.9% - 60.8%

Figure 1. Percentage of Adults Participating in Moderate or Vigorous Physical
Activities, 2007. Retrieved online June, 16, 2010 from Kaiser Family Foundation,
2007
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1.3.4 Correlates of Physical Activity

This study investigates the associations among physical activity and five
environmental factors, while controlling for eight individual covariates. The
environmental factors include natural amenity, built environment, metro and non-metro
conditions, socioeconomic condition, and crime. Eight covariates include age, gender,
race, income, education, emotional wellbeing, physical health status, and dietary
behavior. Overviews of these relations are provided below.

Natural Amenity

Natural amenities are the physical characteristics and are intended to reflect the
environmental qualities that most people prefer. The indexes that measure the amenity
include climates, topography, and water area (USDA, 2004). The associations among
natural amenities and physical activity are a positive relationship, meaning an increase in
natural amenities is associated with an increase in PA. Researches confirm that living in
the neighborhood of amenities such as beaches (Bauman, Smith, Stoker, Bellew, &
Booth, 1999), vegetation neighborhood (Fan, Das, & Chen, 2011), or amenable climate
(Humpel, Owen, Leslie, 2002) appears to be associated with an increase in physical
activity. Restorative environmental theory may explain this relationship. The theory
postulates that living in a restorative environment—environments with a high natural
setting such as, beach, beautiful landscapes, or amenable climate, can reduce the level of
stress (Kaplan , 1995). Resident in high restorative/amenity environments have less
fatigue and stress, and more physiological well being (mediators) and will be more likely
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to engage in more physical activity. It reasons that natural amenity will positively
influence physical activity.

Built Environment

Built environment is different from natural amenity because it is the man-made
environment aiming to facilitate inhabitant's activity. Some examples of built
environment are sidewalks, bicycle trails, and street lighting. The theory of behavior
setting may describe how environmental characteristics can influence behavior (King,
Stokols, Talen, Brassington, & Killingsworth, 2002). According to the theory, individuals
will act differently when the settings are different. Under and over-populated settings are
situations that explain why behaviors of inhabitants are different. An under-populated
behavior setting is a setting with less than an adequate number of inhabitants —fewer
people per setting compared to over-populated settings. The theory explains that
inhabitants of under-populated behavior settings - more resource densities in comparison
to those of adequately populated settings, are more active within the settings and are in a
greater variety of actions (Schoggen, 1989). Therefore, it reasons to explain why living in
a large number of built environments can influence populations to engage in more
physical activity.

Crime

Theory of environmental stress may be used to explain why people living in
crime- ridden neighborhoods are less likely to be active. According to environmental
stress theory, when people are threatened from stressor environments, such as violent
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crime, they will react to appraised threats with negative emotion, such as undifferentiated
negative emotion, anger, and anxiety (Feldman et al., 1999; King et al., 2002; Lepore et
al., 2006). Stress can affect physical behaviors; the study indicates that psychological
stress is a barrier in active living (Laugero, Falcon, & Tucker, 2011; Griffin, Friend,
Eitel, & Lobel, 1993; Stetson, Rahn, Dubbert, Wilner, & Mercury, 1997). This study
hypothesize that living in a neighborhood of relatively more crime may trigger negative
emotions, such as stress, or anxiety, and resulting in abstaining in active living.

Socioeconomic Neighborhood

A low socioeconomic neighborhood is measured as those neighborhoods with
lower median income and/or few residents with a college education. Research supports
that living in high income and education neighborhoods is associated with more physical
activity (Cerin and Leslie, 2008; King et al., 2006; Lee, Cubbin, & Winkleby, 2007)
Quality and quantity explains SES disparity in physical activity resources (Sallis
et al., 2011). For example, Neckerman et al., 2009 determines that physical environment
is related to the amount of walking in poor and non poor areas in New York City. The
authors find that non-poor neighborhoods have more trees on the streets, more landmark
buildings, cleaner streets, and fewer signs of trash or disrepair. In the other hand, in
poor blocks, the sidewalks had more commercial activity and more people sitting in
groups.
Another reason behind the disparity in SES neighborhoods and active living is the
disparity in social support, such as social capital, social networks, and social cohesion.
The evidence shows that residents with a larger social network are more likely to be
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active (Shelton et al., 2011). The advantage of social support is that it can reinforce
positive health behaviors, provide useful information, and negotiate the resources that can
promote physical activity (McNeill, Wyrich, Brownson, Clark, & Kreuter, 2006). Social
networks can make high SES neighborhoods adopt healthy lifestyles. Low SES people
living in unsafe environments are not conducive to social support and organization to
help others (Cerin and Leslie, 2008). The socially isolated in low SES neighborhoods
exhibit increased risk for unhealthy behaviors (Pampel, Krueger, & Denney, 2010).
Safe environment, especially safety from crime, also explains this phenomenon.
High crime is an environmental barrier to impede active lifestyle in low SES
neighborhoods (Bennett et al., 2007: De Jesus, Puleo, Shelton, & Emmons, 2010: Griffin,
Wilson, Wilcox, Buck, & Ainsworth, 2008: Sallis et al., 2011). A comparison between
non- poor and poor neighborhoods finds that non-poor areas appear safer by several
measures, including vehicle crash rates, narcotics arrests, and abandoned houses, than
poor neighborhoods (Neckerman et al., 2009).

Urbanization

The studies indicate that living in suburban and rural environments are associated
with decreased active lifestyles (Joens-Matre et al., 2008; Parks, Houseman, &
Brownson, 2003; Trost, Owen, Bauman, Sallis, & Brown, 2002). However, the rate of
inactive people is found to be higher in metro areas than the general population (Lopez,
2006). Several have studied the role of environmental conditions on active lifestyle of
inner-city people. The studies find that within metro areas or inner cities, problems come
from aesthetics and safety concerns (Chaudhury, Mahmood, Michael, Campo, & Hay
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2011; Lopez, 2006; Lopez & Patricia, 2006; Neckerman et al., 2009; Rundle et al., 2007).
Unaesthetic environments in metro areas include lack of density of street trees, lack of
green areas, street acceptably for cleanliness, vacant lots, and presence of abandoned
buildings. Safety environments include high speed limits for vehicles, traffic congestion,
and high crime. Regarding aesthetic environments, the theory of environmental
incivilities may explain inactive living of people in metro areas. The decline of America's
inner cities contributes to disorderly social and physical environments known as
incivilities. According to Taylor (1999), social incivilities include public drinking or
drunkenness, rowdy and unsupervised teen groups, sexual harassment on the street,
arguing or fighting among neighbors, prostitution, and drug problems. Physical
incivilities include abandoned buildings, graffiti, litter, vacant and trash-filled lots,
unkempt yards and housing exteriors, abandoned cars, and drug-selling locations (King et
al., 2002; Taylor, 1999). Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that incivilities in metro
areas suppress the propensity of a population to engage in outdoor activities.
The individual covariates are:

Age

Age is associated with physically inactivity. A physical barrier may be behind this
disparity. Studies indicate that physical disadvantage from aging is a strong barrier to
engage in physical activity (Brach, Simonsick, Kritchevsky, Yaffe, & Newman, 2004;
King et al., 2000).
Isolation is another barrier causing a decrease in PA in the elderly. Lack of social
support from others, such as friends, health professionals, and recreation specialists, are
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associated with decreasing of PA among the elderly (Kowal and Fortier, 2007; Seefeldt,
Malina, & Clark, 2002). Another supportive reason to describe age disparity in physical
activity is the cognitive barrier. The main construct of cognitive theory that is associated
with physical activity is self-efficacy. According to cognitive theory, self efficacy is the
confidence of people to perform in a certain manner to attain a certain set of goals. A
high level of self-efficacy is associated with enthusiasm whereas a low level of selfefficacy is associated with depression, anxiety, and helplessness. Therefore, self-efficacy
can either enhance or impede the motivation to act. The studies find that self-efficacy in
physical activity is reduced by age (Lee, Arthur, & Avis, 2008; Netz and Raviv., 2004).
It is possible that perceived poor health (King et al., 2000) and the symptom of physical
dysfunction (Lee et al., 2008) pressure older people to reduce their physical activity and
stay inactive.

Gender

Gender is a major factor related to physical activity. Men are consistently higher
than women in being active. The studies investigate the differences in physical activity
self-efficacy between male and female. They find that lower self efficacy consistently
present with females. The reason for a lower self-efficacy may be explained by gender
stereotypes (Gao, Lee, & Hariison, 2008; Li, Harrison, & Solomon, 2004). Gender
stereotypes have been instilled in people's beliefs since ancient eras. Many people
believe that women are soft and sweet whereas men are hard and tough. This dominant
stereotype may pass on the female's belief and may make them weaker in physical
activity self efficacy. A study indicates that females accept their inferior natural ability in
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physical activity when compared to males (Li, Lee, & Solomon, 06). Therefore, lower
confidence in their ability may bias females to be less active than males.

Socioeconomic Status

The terms of socioeconomic status (SES), socioeconomic position (SEP), and
classes are often used in the same explanation. These terms show the main concept of an
individual's income, wealth, and education (Institute of Medicine, 2010). Major
mediators that explain socioeconomic disparity in PA are self-efficacy, social support,
general health status, and health consciousness.
Clark indicates that self efficacy varies by educational level. Lower levels of
education and income are associated with lower level of self-efficacy. Life experiences
from educational attainment and success from income attainment may contribute to
higher levels of self-efficacy (Clark, 1995).
Social support may also mediate disparity. Social supports, such as social
cohesion, social capital, and social network, are likely in high SES-neighborhoods
(Pampel, Krueger, & Denney, 2010) and, conversely, be insufficient in low SES
neighborhoods (Cerin and Leslie., 2008; Pampel et al., 2010). Therefore, the
disadvantage in social support is another mediator to disparity.
General health also contributes to disparity. Lower income people may be limited
in the availability to access good health care and the way to prevent, treat, and cure their
both acute and chronic diseases. Poor health from functional condition is a barrier to
maintaining an active life (Clark, 1995). Psychological disadvantages from stress due to
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income inequality is a psychological problem that contributes to people with lower SES
ignoring healthy behavior (Dinwiddie, 2011; Pampel et al., 2010).
Health consciousness is a rational factor that supports disparity. More educated
people have more knowledge and are better informed about health behaviors and
innovations that promote healthy lifestyles (Dinwiddie, 2011). Relatively lower educated
people may have fewer opportunities for learning about healthy lifestyles and then have
less motivation to adopt healthy behavior. In addition, a shorter life expectancy may
contribute low SES people to perceive less benefit of a healthy behavior (Pampel et al.,
2010).

Race

Most minorities, such as Hispanics and blacks, have lower mean levels of
education and income relative to whites. Therefore, indicators of racial differences in
physical activity are related and similar to SES differences (Clark, 1995; Williams &
Jackson, 2012). In addition to SES mediators, social and cultural environment is another
factor that may contribute the disparity by race.
Different social and cultural conditions contribute difference in expectations,
perceptions, barriers, and health priorities (Clark, 1995). Cultural barrier is an issue
related to inactivity in minorities compared to whites. For example, the study finds that
knowing people who exercise is significantly and positively correlated with doing any
physical activity in native Americans, Latinas, and rural Africans, but do not effect in
whites (Eyler et al., 2003). Interestingly, the study by Eyler et al., (1998) finds that most
minority groups (except the groups of blacks women) believed that they already
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exercised in daily activities due to gender roles of care-giving duties, housekeeping, and
community responsibilities. For example, most Americans do their physical activities
with exercise and jogging whereas most Filipinos do housework for exercise. The study
by King et al., (2000) finds that receiving discouragement from others about exercise
increases the odds of inactivity among older Hispanic women, but does not effect whites,
blacks, and American Indian populations. Self-consciousness about their physical
appearance can also increase odds of inactivity among American Indians. The above
reviews support that difference in social and cultural conditions by race may be another
mediator that underlies an explanation for the physical activity disparity.

Diet Behavior

Physical activity and dietary behaviors are potentially confounding each other
(Simoes et al., 1995). Gillman et al examines the relationships between physical activity
and dietary quality. They find that sedentary individuals consume less healthful diets
relative to the active ones. In addition, the correlation between inactivity and poor diet is
stronger in less educated, non-whites, and non-married individuals (Gillman et al., 2001).
It is explained that the relationship between eating healthy and active life may occur from
the result of clustering behaviors (Hulshof et al., 1992). People who are more active are
motivated to eat healthier diets (Rosenberg, Norman, Sallis, Calfas, & Patrick, 2007).
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Life Satisfaction

Emotional factor also correlated with physical activity (Trost et al., 2002).
Canizares, Power, Perruccio, & Badley (2008) find that people with more life satisfaction
are more likely to engage in physical activity relative to people with less life satisfaction.
Low life satisfaction is linked with low SES status. Psychological stress due to
segregation and income equality may explain this association. Although many studies
investigate the association between emotional condition and physical activity, the casual
relationship is unclear. One study points out that association between life satisfaction and
healthy behavior, such as physical activity, may mediate through health motives such as
the enjoyment of sports, excitement, bodily appearance, and social interaction (Grant,
Wardle, & Steptoe, 2009).

Health Status

Health status directly influences physical activity (King et al., 2000; Palmer,
2006; Patterson, Moore, Probst, & Shinogle, 2004). Perceived poor health is the major
barrier of active life (Ainsworth, Wilcox, Thompson, Richter, & Henderson, 2003; Eyler,
et al., 2002; Titze, Stronegger, & Owen, 2005). Health barriers to activity are found more
in the older people, low SES people (Hoebeke, 2008), and minorities (Fleury & Lee,
2006). Lee et al. (2008) indicate that association between disadvantage in health
condition and physical activity may also mediate through self-efficacy — the confidence
to be active and overcome barriers.
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1.4 Research Questions

1. What environmental conditions are associated with physical activity and do these
associations vary by geographic region?
2. What demographic factors moderate the association between environmental factors
and physical activity and do these moderators vary by geographic region?

1.5 Theoretical Model

Ecological and social-ecological models of human behavior have evolved over
decades in the fields of sociology, psychology, education, and public health. The term
ecology is derived from biological science and refers to the interactions between
organisms and their environments. Sallies and Owen state that, "the general thesis of
ecological models of behavior is that environments restrict the range of behavior by
promoting and sometimes demanding certain actions and by discouraging or prohibiting
other behaviors" (Sallies and Owen, 1999). Therefore, the main purpose of the model is
to examine the influence of environments affecting health behavior (Glanz, Rimer, &
Lewis, 2002).
In 1979 Brofenbrenner gave the concept of the ecological model that the
multilevel of environments can influence an individual's behavior. Brofenbrenner
explains that the three levels of environments are micro-system, meso-system, and exosystem. Micro-system refers to interpersonal interaction within a setting, such as
interaction within a family or a community. Macro-system is a large set of interrelations
among settings, such as school or hospital. Exo-system is the larger social system
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surrounding people and settings that act upon both of them. Examples are economic
condition and political actions (Brofenbrenner, 1979).
McLeroy, Bibeau, Steckler, & Glanz (1988) proposed an ecological model of
health behaviors drawing upon Brofenbrenner's model. They identified multiple levels of
influence on health behavior including intrapersonal factors, interpersonal processes and
primary social groups, institutional factors, community factors, social networks, and
public policy.
Lastly, in 1996, Stokols provided a detailed exposition of the social ecological
approach to health behavior research and health promotion. He postulates that ecological
model integrates the concept of behavioral change and environmental influence into one
framework. The advantages of the model beyond either behavioral change or
environmental influences are manifold. The first advantage is that the ecological concepts
identify various multiple settings, such as physical, natural, social, and cultural
dimensions, that can influence a variety of health outcomes. Secondly, health behavior is
not only influenced by environmental conditions, but is also dependent on personal
characteristics, such as attitude, knowledge, genetic, and demographic attributes.
Therefore, the model emphasizes the dynamic interplay between personal factors and
behavioral settings. Stokol states that, "the same environmental conditions may affect
people's health differently, depending on their personality, perceptions of environmental
controllability, health practices, and financial resources". The third advantage is that the
ecological model emphasizes the interrelation of environmental conditions in the same
setting and among other settings, such as the physical activity of an individual in a
residential setting connected with state and country settings. Finally, the fourth advantage

is that the social ecological perspective embraces an interdisciplinary approach.
Knowledge from several different disciplines, such as social, medical, psychology, and
political sciences need to be integrated into one conceptual model (Stokols, 1996).
The social ecological model is a good model to explain the complexity of health
behavior because the model emphasizes not only individual and environmental
influences, but also focuses on cross-level analyses among the influences. However, the
integration of multidisciplinary fields and targeting multilevel settings can be quite
challenging; therefore, it may be inconvenient for a longitudinal study.
The ecological model's applications in health research focus on the investigation
of environmental influence on individual behaviors. For example, the one study explores
the influence of social capital at the state and county levels on individual leisure-time
physical activity (Kim, Subramanian, Gortmaker, & Kawachi, 2006). Another uses the
ecological model to examine how neighborhood factors affect individual obesity. Three
neighborhood level variables include neighborhood socioeconomic status, ethnic
composition, and perceived level of residential insecurity (Chen & Wen, 2010). Yet
another study examines the association between individual socioeconomic status and
regional racial/cultural contexts. Multi-level logistic regression models are used to predict
the odds of reporting arthritis in the population. The study finds that both individual and
regional factors are predictors of arthritis. The cross-level interactions show that regional
income significantly moderates the effect of racial/cultural origin (Canizares et al., 2008).
In this study, we use the social ecological model as a theory to determine
environmental predictors across U.S. regions. The conceptual model is shown below.
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1. Direct effect (Control for covariates individual level)

ENVIRONMENT
(County level)
1. Built
Environment
2. Natural
Amenity
3. SES Contexts
4. Crime
5. Urbanization

Physical activity
(Odds of inactive)
Moderators
1. Age
2.
3.

2. Moderating effect
(Cross-level interaction)

Figure 2. Social Ecological Conceptual Model

The benefit of multilevel concepts helps us to determine the influence of
environmental factors that directly effect physical activity. Cross-level interaction will
allow us to investigate the moderating effects by gender, age, and race between the
environment and physical activity as described by Figure 2.

1.6 Methodology Overview

This study aims to determine environmental factors on the physical activity of
people across U.S. geographic regions. The associations are analyzed using the multilevel
logistic regression statistical package SPSS 19. The dependent variable is whether or not
the individual meets physical activity recommendations. Independent variables include
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the crime environment (density of violent crime by county), urbanization (metro and nonmetro counties), socioeconomic environment (the percentage of people with bachelor
degree or higher by county), natural amenity (the level of natural amenity by county), and
built environments (the availability of park and local facilities, open spaces, and outdoor
resources by county). Covariate variables include gender, race, age, education level,
income level, emotional conditions, diet behavior, and health status. Co-linearity is
tested to verify that no co-linear relationships among the predictors exist. Median odds
ratios are calculated to test the variation of the outcome across the county level. Seven
models are constructed. Model 1 considers all individual covariates and the dependent
variable. Model 2 adds environmental predictors into model 1. Models 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7
investigate the moderating effects on the association. Each moderator (gender, age, and
race) is added into model 2. Each model is repeated for the four geographic regions
(Northeast, Midwest, West, and South).

1.7 Significance

This study will stress related coalitions to show that physical activity is a complex
problem. It is associated with both individual and environmental influences within a
dynamic system. Overcoming the problem requires the cooperation among inter
disciplinary areas.
The results of the study will contribute to the setting of environmental priorities in
each geographic region. Social, physical, and natural environments vary by geographic
region; therefore, it is suspected that different environmental problems will vary by
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region. The results will notify a reader to realize the environmental problems that are
related to physical activity that an area faces.
The benefit of cross-level analyses will notify that how environmental conditions
influence different sub populations. For instance, who are the high risk groups for
inactivity in metro areas? How is the physical activity of minorities who live in high SES
neighborhoods conditioned? A reader will realize whether the influences of
environmental conditions on each sub population are modified by geographic region. In
short, in each geographic region a reader will know the environmental problems related
with physical activity and their impact on the subpopulation.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

This section provides literature reviews regarding the theory, multilevel modeling,
environments related with physical activity by geographic region, and the influence of the
environments on physical activity. First, the study reviews literature regarding the
concept and application of social ecological models. Next, the concept of multilevel
modeling is identified. Then, social and physical environments by geographic region are
evident. In order to understand more about how environments influence the individual
PA behaviors, effects of environments on physical activity are presented. Finally,
physical activity self efficacies are reviewed to understand why PA behavior differs by
sub populations.

2.1 Social Ecological Model

Social ecological models of health behavior characterized by multiple levels of
influence on behavior have been widely used in the health research area. According to the
social ecological theory, individuals' decisions and actions depend not only on their
characteristics but also on the environment in which they live. This study draws upon the
concept of social ecological models from Stokol in 1996. He asserts that the models not
only allow researchers to determine whether neighborhood -and individual -level
characteristics affect individual outcomes but also allow researchers to determine cross
level interactions and relationships between and among levels. The ecology models have
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been extensively used for understanding human health behavior; they have been applied
in many health research fields such as in health promotion and health policy.
In 1999, Sallis & Owen reviewed the conceptual background relate to the
environmental and policy interventions to promote physical activity. They support the
main concept of ecological models that emphasize the role of environments in controlling
the range of behavior by promoting and sometimes by discouraging or prohibiting other
behaviors. They state that "ecological models are particularly applicable to physical
activity because the behavior must be done in specific physical settings". Behavior
settings are the physical and social contexts in which behaviors occur, and some are
designed for physical activity such as sport fields, gymnasia, and health clubs. Physical
activity that takes place in appropriate physical activity environments such as bicycling
on bicycle trails can influence the amount and type of activity. Therefore, in order to
optimize the physical activity interventions in those settings, understanding the influence
of particular behavior settings on physical activity is very important.
Ecological models of health behavior are used to search for determinants in
physical activity. Drawing upon social ecological models, some studies support that
individual, social, and environmental factors all have an influence on the individual's
physical activity level. Troped, Saunders, Pate, Reininger, & Addy (2003) use multiple
linear regressions based on ecological frameworks to examine the associations among
environmental variables and their relationships with physical activity. They find that
neighborhood physical environmental variables such as enjoyable scenery, sidewalks,
and traffic are associated with transportation physical activity. Based on ecological
models, Titze et al. (2005) use multiple logistic regressions to determine whether social
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support and an aesthetic neighborhood influence populations to have running activity.
Giles-Corti (2006) also uses the ecological model to determine environmental and
positive cognition factors on walking.
Focusing on the ecological framework, Lapez, Bryant, & Mcdermott (2008) use
multiple linear regressions to determine the key determinants of physical activity among
Latinas. Kerr et al. (2010) examine the relationship between overweight individuals'
physical activity and the built environment through the concepts of ecological model.
Shuval, Weissblueth, Brezis, Araida, & Dipietro (2009) and Cleland et al. (2010) use
multinomial logistic regressions based on the ecological models to find individual and
social factors on PA. They find that significant individual factors include gender, race,
self-efficacy, enjoyment, intentions, outcome expectancies, and skills. As for social
factors, the studies find that social support from family and friends/colleagues are factors
for increasing the odds of physical activity.
Regarding multilevel influences of the behavior, there has been growing attention
given to the use of social ecological models as frameworks. The frameworks address
multilevel influences on an individual's engagement in physical activity.
Joens-Matre et al. (2008) employ multilevel logistic regressions in order to
examine urbanization influences on physical activity and the prevalence of being
overweight in children from the Midwestern state of Iowa. Ball et al. (2007) investigate
the mediators (personal, social and environmental factors) of socioeconomic
(educational) inequalities in women's leisure-time walking and walking for transport by
using multilevel logistic regression.
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Bleich, Clark, Goodwin, Huizinga, & Weiner (2010) examine whether
neighborhood- and individual-level characteristics affect providers in diagnosis code for
obese patients. Multilevel logistic regressions are performed to determine whether
neighborhood and patient characteristics influence the obesity diagnosis code.
Haug, Torsheim, & Samdal (2008) use the ecological approach and multilevel
analyses to investigate correlates of physical activity. In addition, a cross-level interaction
effect is added to examine whether the impact of individual factors interacted with
environmental factors in the prediction of the activity. Multilevel logistic regression
models reveal that most students are interested in more opportunities for physical activity
in school. In addition to, the authors find the significant association between students'
interests and the physical facilitation of the school environment on physical activity.
Haug, Torsheim, & Samdal (2010) examine whether local school policies increase
physical activity of the students in Norwegian secondary schools. Multilevel logistic
regression analysis is used, and a cross-level main effect is conducted to find whether
policy environment has influence on individual level interest of the students.
Witten, Hiscock, Pearce, & Blakely (2008) use the national study to examine the
relationship between travel time access to parks and beaches, BMI, and physical activity
in New Zealand neighborhoods. Access to parks and beaches, measured in minutes taken
by a car, is calculated for 38,350 neighborhoods nationally using Geographic Information
Systems. Multilevel regression analyses are used to find the relationship between access
to parks and beaches and the outcome as BMI and levels of physical activity.
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2.2 Multilevel Modeling

Traditional epidemiologic methods focused on one-level analyses, such as logistic
regressions, have been widely used in health area. The main assumption of the traditional
model is the independence among independent variables or homogeneity. Traditional
methods can allow researcher to determine the simultaneous examination of how
individual level and group-level variables relate to individual-level outcomes. However,
it does not allow how group-level and individual-level variability relate. Most data in
health areas are nested/level data such as pupils within the same school, individuals
embedded within regions or counties, or nurses within the same hospital. The nature of
nested data is that relationships between individuals and their social groupings exist. In
that case, the assumption of homogeneity among individuals cannot meet with nested
data.
Multilevel analysis should be considered when variability between groups on
individual-level outcomes exists (Bardenheier, Shefer, Barker, Winston, & Sionean,
2005). A necessary requirement in multilevel modeling is that the dependent variable
shows variation at multiple levels. Usually researchers consider the variability between
groups on individual-level outcomes or the dependent variable by computing the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) (Chen & Wen, 2010; Cho, 2003; Haug et al., 2008;
Joens-Matre et al., 2008; Van & Scheerder, 2010; Yang & Matthews, 2010). ICC is the
degree to which individuals share common experiences due to closeness in space and /or
time. If ICC exists, then the traditional regression model must be abandoned because the
assumption of independent observations has been violated (lack of homogeneity). If ICC
is greater than 10% of the total variance in the outcome, then multilevel models should be
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considered (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). As for logistic models, consider the odd ratio or
relative risk as outcome interpretations. The analysis of the ICC for dichotomous
outcomes is difficult to understand in epidemiological terms (Merlo et al., 2006).
Multilevel logistic regression, in which the area level variances are measured
from odd ratios, a measure of heterogeneity by using the median odds ratio (MOR) is
suggested. The MOR quantifies the variation between clusters (the second-level
variation) by comparing two persons from two randomly chosen, different clusters. The
MOR is the median odds ratio between the person of higher propensity and the person of
lower propensity (Larsen & Merlo, 2005; Larsen, Petersen, Budtz-Jorgensen, & Endahl,
2000; Merlo et al., 2006).

MOR can be calculated from the below formula:
MOR = exp(V^J0'1(0.75))
Where;
or2 is the cluster variance
0~'(0.75) is the 75th percentile of the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1, its
value=0.6745
When MOR is greater than 1, heterogeneity between clusters is indicated; the greater the
value, the greater the extent of heterogeneity (Ball et al., 2007; Canizares et al., 2008) and
multilevel logistic regression should be considered .
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2.3 Social and Physical Environments by Regions

2.3.1 Natural Amenity

Natural amenity is composed of the six characteristics including warm winter,
winter sun, summer temperature, low summer humidity, water area, and topographic
variation. Natural amenities, such as landscape and climate, are the attractiveness of rural
areas. The natural amenities scale is a measure of the physical characteristics of a county
area that enhance the location as a place to live. The scale is constructed by combining
six measures of climates, topography, and water areas that reflect environmental qualities
most people prefer (USDA, 2004). The higher score on the scale is the higher the level of
nature amenity.
According to the USDA (2009), rural (non-metropolitan) counties that rank high
on natural amenity scale can attract people to live. The USDA analyzes the association
between natural amenity and population growth by region. They indicate that the West
has the best natural amenity followed by the South, the Northeast, and the Midwest. In
the Northeast, the data show that winter sun is the most attractive thing that people need
and lower summer humidity is the negative aspect that people do not like. In the
Midwest, summer temperature is the leading attractiveness and low summer humidity is
the most unattractive. In the South, warm winter and topographic variation are the
superior things whereas winter sun is the disadvantage in this region. In the West, almost
every item attracts people to live there but less topographic variations, less water area,
and less warm winter are less attractive for people to live there. This study expects that
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county higher in natural amenity will influence the residents to be higher in physical
activity.

2.3.2 Built Environment

The differences of climate, topography, and culture across the US may contribute
to the disparity in recreational resources and opportunity across the regions. The
difference in the recreation resource type by region in Table 1 shows that park and local
facilities are common in the South, whereas open space and great outdoor resources are
the most prevalent in the Pacific Coast region.

Table 1
Percentage of Counties with Above Average Recreation Availability Index Values by
Recreation Resource Type and Region

Resource Type

North

Park and Local
facilities
Open space
Great outdoors

47.2
79.6
1.3

South

Region
Rocky
Mountain

Pacific
Coast

Total US

69.2
1.6
2.2

10.2
24.1
42.5

16.5
91
100

48.2
35.8
13.8

Adapted from: Betz, C., English, D., & Cordell, K. (1999). Outdoor recreation resources:
Outdoor recreation in American life: a national assessment of demand and supply trends.
Champaign, IL: Sagamore Publishing

Betz et al. (1999) suggest that the higher availability of parks and local facilities
are mostly found along the Eastern Seaboard and Piedmont, the Western Gulf Coast, the

shores of Lakes Huron, Erie, Ontario, and in portions of Florida, California, Arizona, and
Washington. They point out that these resources are close to the highly urbanized areas in
the East, on the Gulf of Mexico, and on the West Coast. In addition, high availabilities of
resources are in retirement areas in Florida, Arizona, and South Carolina.
Regarding open space, it is common in the Pacific Northwest, the Northeast, the
upper Midwest, and in the central Rockies. Smaller areas of availability are found in
central Florida and Southern Arizona.
For great outdoors, Betz et al. (1999) also suggest that "almost no counties east of
the 105th meridian have above-average availability of these resources, except southern
Florida, extreme southern Texas, and the northern reaches of New England. The
abundance of resources among these areas is due to areas such as Everglades NP, Acadia
NP, and the Green and Whites Mountain National Forests. The Appalachian Mountains
also show some of these types of resources, but their size and concentration is smaller
relative to Western areas.

2.3.3 Metro/ Non-Metro Area

2.3.3.1 The poverty rate between metro and non-metro by geographic regions

Poverty is defined by the US Census. Poverty represents the existence of cash
income below that minimally required to support families of various sizes. The most
common measure of poverty in the US is the poverty threshold. Poverty thresholds are
the dollar amounts used to determine poverty status. The amount of income necessary to
purchase basic needs of food, shelter, clothing, and other essential goods and services is
the poverty line or threshold. Thresholds vary according to the size of the family and ages
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of the members. The same thresholds are used throughout the United States. The 2009
poverty line for an individual under 65 years of age was $11,161. The poverty line for a
three-person family with one child and two adults was $17,268. For a family with two
adults and three children the poverty line was $25,603 (USDA Economic Research
Service, 2010).
According to the data from USDA, as Figure 3, the overall rate of non-metro
poverty is higher than metro poverty. However, these differences vary significantly
across regions. In 2010, the difference between non-metro and metro poverty rates for the
South is the largest followed by the West region. Non-metro and metro poverty rates are
most alike in the Northeast and the Midwest.
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Figure 3. Poverty Rates by U.S. Region, 2010. Adapted from: USDA Economic
Research. (2010). Rural Income, Poverty, and Welfare: Poverty Geography
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Figure 4. Poverty Rates by Race, 2010. Adapted from: USDA Economic Research
Service. (2011). Rural Income, Poverty, and Welfare: Poverty Demographics

Among race, as Figure 4, non-metro blacks have the highest percentage of poverty
followed by non-metro Hispanics, and non-metro other minorities. Whites in metro areas
have the lowest percentage of poverty (USDA Economic Research Service, 2011)

2.3.3.2 Minority by metro region

Evidence suggest that most minorities live in Western metropolitan areas (Frey,
2011; Frey, 1995). Minority gains are most heavily concentrated in the rapidly growing
West and large metropolitan areas. In the West, minority populations in large
metropolitan areas grew by 59 percent—almost twice the national minority rate. Blacks
and Hispanics grow at the highest rates in large metropolitan areas of the West. Hispanic
gains are most heavily concentrated in the largest Sunbelt metropolitan areas (the leading
destinations for Mexican immigrants), whereas Asian gains occur mostly in large
metropolitan areas in all regions. Unlike the past, blacks are moving away from large
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Northeast and Midwest metropolises to large metropolitan areas in the South and
communities of all sizes in the West.
Frey states that almost one-half of the whites' population is located in the
Northeast and Midwest regions, and more than one-half is located outside of the nation's
largest metropolitan areas. In the North (the Northeast and Midwest regions), 96 percent
of the population is comprised of whites. Among minorities, the high percentage of
blacks live in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles; Hispanics are found mostly in Los
Angeles, New York and Miami; and Asians and Other Races live mostly in Los Angeles,
San Francisco, and New York.
Regarding isolation, Frey suggests that older and northern metropolitan areas
continue to have the highest segregation levels for minority groups and blacks remain
more residentially segregated than either Hispanics or Asians (Frey, 2011; Frey, 1995).
Racial segregation is the physical separation of the races by enforced residence in certain
areas to protect whites from social interaction with blacks. The study suggests that racial
segregation is associated with health behavior such as physical activity (Williams and
Collins, 2001). Economically advantaged neighborhoods that are composed of
predominately whites are surround with physical built environments such as athletic
tracks, playing fields, walking trails, and swimming pools. The residents may have more
opportunity to access and participate in physical activity. On the other hand, in a
neighborhood that is filled with poor minorities, it is the lack of recreational facilities and
concerns about personal safety that can discourage resident's leisure time physical
activity. Owing to the high density of minorities and more segregation in Western and
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Northern metro regions, it is reasonable to expect that living in metro areas of Northeast
and West may associate with decreased physically active among the residents.

2.3.4 Socioeconomic Conditions

2.3.4.1 Poverty

Place of residence influences health behavior. Living in poverty areas is
associated with poor health. A study suggests that the effect of neighborhood social
environment, such as population socioeconomic status, influences on death rates over 11
years (Yen and Kaplan, 1999).The study finds that age- and sex-adjusted risk of death is
higher for residents in low social environment neighborhoods, even after controlling
individual income level, education, race/ethnicity, perceived health status, smoking
status, body mass index, and alcohol consumption. Regarding physical activity, the study
makes evident that poverty area residence is associated with a decline in physical activity.
Adjusting for age, individual income, education, smoking status, body mass index, and
alcohol consumption, residents, especially blacks and people with marginal or inadequate
income, had larger declines in activity levels than their counterparts residing in the
poverty area (Yen and Kaplan, 1999).

Among four geographic regions, the South still has the most persistent poverty
from 2005 to 2010. Shown in Table 2, the residents of the South live in poverty with the
highest percentage of any region, followed by Western, Midwestern, and Northeastern
regions. The corresponding rate is 16.9 percent in the South, 15.3 percent in the West,
13.9 percent in the Midwest, and 12.8 percent in the Northeast. Therefore, it is expected
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that predominant socioeconomic disadvantage in Southern region may a reason of
physically inactive for the residents.

Table 2
Percentage of Residents Living in Poverty by Regions from 2005-2010
Year
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005

All Region
15.1
14.3
13.2
12.5
12.3
12.6

Northeast
12.8
12.2
11.6
11.4
11.5
11.3

Regions
Midwest
13.9
13.3
12.4
11.1
11.2
11.4

South
16.9
15.7
14.3
14.2
13.8
14.0

West
15.3
14.8
13.5
12.0
11.6
12.6

Adapted from: United States Census Bureau. (2011). Poverty by Region.

2.3.4.2 Education
Like poverty, education is another SES factor that moderates physical active. A
study examines the relationship between aging and regular physical activity using
multilevel logistic regression from longitudinal data from a national sample of 7,595
adults aged 54 to 72. They find that educational level is a moderator that influences
physical activity among this group (Shaw and Spokane, 2008). Cerin and Leslie (2009)
investigate mediators between educational level and physical activity using Bootstrap
generalized linear models. They find that self-efficacy and social support for physical
activity are mediators that contribute the differences in physical activity across
educational attainment groups.
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Among the four geographic regions, percentages of people with high educational
attainment are common in Northeast and low in South. The table 3 indicates that the
South consistently has the most people that do not graduate at least high school and do
not hold at least bachelor's degree. The well educated people are more common in the
Northeast, followed by the West, and the Midwest. Therefore, it is expected that living in
the Southern region that is predominant SES disadvantage environment may contribute to
the residents' unhealthy behaviors such as physically inactive.

Table 3
Percentages of Educational Attainments of the Population 25 Years and Over By Region:
Years of 2003 and 2007
High School graduate or more
2003
2007
Region
Northeast
Midwest
South
West

85.7
87.8
82.2
84.0

86.3
87.4
82.4
83.6

Bachelor's degree or more
2003
2007
30.3
26.0
25.3
28.7

31.5
26.0
25.4
28.8

Adapted from: US Census Bureau (2003) and US Census Bureau (2007). Educational
Attainment in the United States: 2003, 2007.

2.3.5 Violent Crime

Living in unsafe environments, such as in neighborhoods with violent crime, is a
reason for the psychological and physiological stress of the residents. Bennett et al.
(2007) investigate the mediator between living in crime neighborhoods and physical
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activity of metropolitan Boston residents. They find that perceived unsafe neighborhood
reduce the confidence in the ability of the population to be physically active. Violent
crime is composed of four offenses: murder and non-negligent manslaughter, forcible
rape, robbery, and aggravated assault (Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), 2004). An
examination of violent crime by region by the FBI in 2004 points out that the South
region has the highest percentage of violence crime and the lowest percentage is in the
Northeast region. The Northeast has an estimated 15.6 percent of violent crime. The
Midwest has an estimated 18.8 percent of violent crime. The South has an estimated
41.9 percent of the nation's violent crimes and the West has an estimated 23.7 percent
of violent crime. Therefore, the differences in violent crime by region may be another
contributor to the disparity in PA across the country.

2.4 Influences of Environments on Physical Activity

2. 4.1. Natural Amenity

Generally, the natural environment encompasses factors such as the topography,
vegetation, water area, and weather. Previous researches indicate that natural
environment such as climate (Lin, Spann, Hyman, & Pavlik, 2007; Merrill, Shields,
Whitess, & Druce, 2005; Tucker & Gilliland, 2007), topography (Brownson, Baker,
Houseman, Brennan, & Bacak, 2001; King et al., 2000; Wilcox, Castro, King,
Houseman, & Brownson, 2000), vegetation (Fan et al., 2011; McGinn, Evenson, Herring,
& Huston, 2007), and water area (Bauman, Smith, Stoker, Bellew, & Booth, 1999;
Humpel et al., 2004) have significant associations with physical activity. Some evidence
indicates that the disparity in natural geographic environment lead to the disparity in
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physical activity (McGinn et al., 2007). The reason that a natural environment influences
physically active may be explained by the restorative environmental theory. This theory
explains that approaching the natural environment can reduce the level of stress. A study
supports that approaching a natural green neighborhood can directly reduce stress and
increase physical activity among the population (Fan et al., 2011).
Topography such as hills is associated with physical activity. Among US adults,
the presence of hills are positively associated with meeting recommendations of physical
activity (Brownson et al., 2001). King et al. (2000) also find that neighborhood hills are
positively associated with physical activity of U.S. women in the middle-aged and olderaged population. Additionally, hills are positively associated with leisure time physical
activity among rural and urban older women in the United States (Wilcox et al., 2000).
Living in a beach community can increase physical activity in the population.
Bauman et al. (1999) examine the association between geographical proximity to the
coast and physical activity levels. They find that respondents who live in a coastal area
are more physical activity than those who live inland. Humpel et al. (2004) show men are
significantly more likely to walk in their neighborhood if they live in a coastal location.
The study by Witten et al. (2008) finds that neighborhood access to parks is not
associated with BMI, sedentary behavior or physical activity, but there is some evidence
of a relationship between beach access and BMI and physical activity.
Climate condition is another factor to be considered. The climatic and
metrological conditions have been found to impact on outdoor activity (Gallagher et al.,
2010; Suminski, Poston, Market, Hyder, & Sara, 2008; Townsend et al., 2003). In the
US, Lin et al. (2007) examine the relationship between BMI from 2000 BRFSS and
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climate amenity from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration stations. The
authors find that there is an inverse relationship between climate amenity and physical
activity and BMI at the county level. Residents in high climate amenity, such as in West
coast counties, tend to have a lower BMI.
Physical activity may vary with seasonality and extreme weather may be a barrier
to participation in physical activity among the populations. In the US, some studies report
that physical activity decreases in the hotter months and extreme regional variations in
weather conditions within the continental US (Tucker & Gilliland, 2007). The percentage
of individuals meeting the recommendations for physical activity ranged from 30.9% in
Puerto Rico to 60.9% in Montana and significantly vary across the seasons with 44.6% in
winter, 46.2% in spring, 48.4% in summer, and 45.8% in fall (Merrill et al., 2005).
Across geographic regions, the Southern area has the lowest seasonal variation;
people living in this region can participate in outdoor activity in almost every season,
especially in spring and autumn. Living in the greater seasonal variations as in the
Midwest or the Northeast is associated with a decrease in walking and cycling among the
population. Theses regions have the highest percentages of people active are during
summer months and lowest during winter months (Yang, Roux, & Bingham, 2011).
Feinglass et al. (2011) also supports that daily temperatures below 20 or 75 degrees and
higher and light or heavy rainfall in the Midwest are the inclement weather associated
with lower physical activity of the population.
The relationships between perceived environments and physical activity may
differ depending upon population groups (King et al., 2006). Among sub groups, older
people may benefit more from natural amenity than other populations, especially walking
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in natural amenities neighborhoods. The study finds that among middle-aged and older
women in North America, enjoyable scenery is a potential contributor to increase their
physical activity (Kowal & Fortier, 2007). Among older people aged 70 years and older,
access to natural amenities is the highest environment facilitator of walking (Stathi et al.,
2011). The study finds that extreme weather due to temperatures and precipitation are all
significantly associated with lower physical activity. Among sub group, older people are
significantly more decreased in physical activity due to the weather influences (Feinglass
et al., 2011).
Among gender and race, a study conducted in Texas, finds that pleasantness of
the neighborhood is associated with women's leisure time physical activity (Velasquez,
Holahan, & You, 2009). Another study related with climate and physical activity
suggests that women in Northeast and Midwest have greater seasonal variation in
physical activity than men (Yang et al., 2011). Regarding race, a study about climate
amenity and physical activity among the US population reveals that when climate
amenity is high, physical activity is high. Additionally, the association is stronger in
whites compared to Asians and blacks (Lin et al., 2007).

2.4.2 Built Environment

Built environment may facilitate people to engage in physical activity. Many
researches indicate that living in the area with high density of built environment can
increase active lifestyle among the population (Cohen et al., 2006; Duncan & Mummery,
2005; Hooker, Wilson, Griffin, & Ainsworth, 2005; Humpel et al., 2002; Kaczynski &
Henderson, 2008; Shores & West, 2010). In this study, the hypothesis is that living in
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neighborhoods with more availability of built environments can decrease the odds of
physically inactive.
The relationship between built environment and physical activity may differ
across sub populations. Older adults are more disadvantaged both physically and in
psychological functions. It is then reasonable to assume that the elderly are particularly
vulnerable to the effects of their immediate environment. A study supports that built
environment is an important factor in promoting active aging (Fisher & Li, 2004; Weiss,
Maantay, & Fahs, 2010). Some studies compare the differences in associations between
perceived neighborhood environments and physical activity by age group. The predictors
include residential density, ease of access to nonresidential uses, proximity to recreation
facilities, street connectivity, and walking/cycling facilities. Among the predictors,
proximity to recreation facilities within walking distance is the most important attribute
to support older adults' physical activity.
Another study shows that inadequate built environments may be a barrier to PA
(Shigematsu et al., 2009). Older American Indians mention that lack of built
environments and knowledge about PA are barriers of active life. Also, physical activity
programs are a necessary requirement for older whites and American Indian adults
(Mathews et al., 2010). The studies find that potential contributors of physical activity
among middle-age and older women is the high prevalence of sidewalk, street light, and
seeing others exercise (King et al., 2000; Kowal & Fortier, 2007).
Regarding the influence of built environment by gender, the roles of built
environments by gender present mixed findings. Some researchers find a stronger
association between built environments and physical activity for women than men
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(Velasquez, Holahan, & You, 2009) whereas other researchers indicate the stronger
association among men than women (Frank, Kerr, Sallis, Miles, & Chapman, 2008; Lee
& Maheswaran, 2010).
Among females, positive relationships between living in a more built environment
and physical activity is evident, especially when seeing many people being active in
one's neighborhood (Velasquez et al., 2009). The study finds a significant relationship
when seeing people active is associated with an increase in physical activity among
women, but no significant relationship is found after control with self efficacy
(Bengoechea, Spence, & McGannon, 2005). Social cognitive theory may explain this
phenomenon in women. Females exhibit a lower self efficacy in physical activity than
males. Seeing people active in a neighborhood may stimulate females to have more selfconfidence in the same active life. Then they will be more likely participating in more
physical activity following a role model. Lee suggests that increasing self-efficacy in
exercise will promote active behavior; one of the methods to promote self-efficacy is
increasing the vicarious experience through seeing other's achievements (Lee, 2007).
Among racial sub groups, ethnic minorities are less likely to use built
environment than whites (Lee & Maheswaran, 2010). Social class is a mediator between
PA and race disparity. Other factors, such as cultural and social barriers, may also be
contributors (Crespo, Smit, Andersen, Carter-Pokras, & Ainsworth, 2000; Marshall et al.,
2007). A study finds that African-American and Mexican-American men and women
report higher prevalence of leisure time inactivity than their Caucasian counterparts
across almost every variable, including education, family income, occupation,
employment, poverty and marital status.
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Cultural barriers may contribute to the decrease in environmental resource
utilization across the sub group. A focus group study among women of whites, blacks,
Latina, and American Indian aged 20-50 years is conducted to identify environmental,
policy, and cultural barriers to physical activity in the women. The results indicate that
family priority that are time-consuming and energy wasting are main barriers to physical
activity in all groups of women. However, women from minorities still face cultural
barriers including acculturation issues, lack of community support, and lack of past
experience with exercise (Eyler et al., 2002).
Language barriers and age of arrival to the US are associated with physical
activity among minorities. A study examines the association between acculturation and
physical activity among first generation Hispanic women immigrants living in North
Carolina. They find that among the women those with higher English language
acculturation or who arrived to the US at younger ages are more likely to report being
physically active (Evenson, Sarmiento, & Ayala, 2004). Among Hispanics, living in a
community with places to exercise and seeing people exercise in the neighborhood is an
important factor for women to be physically active (Evenson, Sarmiento, Macon,
Tawney, & Ammerman, 2002).
Exploration of socio-cultural, environmental, and policy-related determinants of
physical activity among sedentary American Indian women is conducted by Thompson.
The sample is thirty women aged 20 to 50 years. The results report that barriers to
physical activity include inadequate support for household and child care responsibilities
and difficulties balancing home-related and societal expectations with physical activity.
In addition, women report little support from their communities and work sites tend to be

physically active. Environmental barriers include lack of safe outdoor areas and
accessible walking trails. Weather and stray dogs are also commonly mentioned. Sociocultural barriers include giving family obligations priority above all other things, being
expected to eat large portions of high-fat foods, and failing to follow a traditionally active
lifestyle. Enablers of physical activity included support from family and coworkers and
participation in traditional community events. The study suggests that American Indian
females express the desire for acceptance and encouragement to be physically active from
the family, the community, the worksite, and their tribal leaders (Thompson et al., 2002).

2.4.3 Metro/ Non-Metro Areas

Recent evidence suggests that the degree of urbanization is associated with
physical activity of the population. A study indicates that living in metro areas is
associated with physically inactive of the residents (Lopez & Patricia, 2006). Whereas,
many studies suggest that living in rural areas is associated with low physical activity
participation (Parks et al., 2003; Patterson et al., 2004; Reis et al., 2004; Trost et al.,
2002). Another study suggests that the association between living in rural areas and
inactive lifestyle is evident just in the South. In the West, the relationship is opposite. In
The Midwest and the Northeast do not have a significant relationship between PA and
urbanization (Martin et al., 2005).
The controversial issue regarding urban status and physical activity remains;
therefore we need more study to investigate this association across sub groups and
geographic settings. Previous studies suggest that metro or inner-city conditions are
associated with social disorganization/strain, physical decay (incivilities), and violent
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crime (Gomez, Johnson, Selva, & Sallis, 2004; Galea & Vlahov, 2005). City areas are
composed of very dense populations, higher concentrations of poor people, people of
color, and recent immigrants compared with non urban areas (Galea, Freudenberg, &
Vlahov, 2005). There is an increase of slum dwellers, low-income settlements and /or
poor human living conditions in a big city which exhibit economic congestion (Vlahov et
al., 2007). Urban/city social environments are very complex with social disorganization,
limited social support, social contagion, spatial segregation, and inequality. Physical
environments in cities also negatively influence the residents (Galea & Vlahov, 2005).
The studies indicate that pollution, unsanitary environments due to air, water, and noise
and deteriorating environments such as garbage, litter, and additional incivilities are more
common in urban physical environments (Galea & Vlahov, 2005; Gross & McDermott,
2009; Vlahov, Galea, Gibble, & Freudenberg, 2005). Besides, violent crime is more
common and influences the resident's health (Gross & McDermott, 2009; Hoehner,
Brennan Ramirez, Elliott, Handy, & Brownson, 2005).
Residents in a city feel it may be unsafe to trust any person. Ross, Mirowsky, &
Pribesh (2002) compare urban mistrust among residents in the City of Chicago to
suburbs, small cities, towns, and rural areas. The authors find that residents of city
environments report it is unsafe to trust anyone in the neighborhood more than do
residents of suburbs, small cities, towns, and rural areas. Additionally, they find that the
neighborhood disadvantage (the percentage of households below federal poverty),
individual disadvantage (low socioeconomic status), and perceived neighborhood
disorder (the presence of physical disorders such as graffiti, vandalisms, noise, and
abandoned buildings; social signs, such as crime, people drinking, or using drugs) are
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highest in the city. The disadvantages arising from the city structure lead the residents to
express higher mistrust to others (Ross et al., 2002).
Psychological stress is also more common in city residents. The study compare
rural and urban differences in psychological stress and find that urban county residents
are more likely to have psychological distress, both serious and moderate conditions, than
rural county residents, even though adjusting for socio-demographic variables (Dhingra,
Strine, Holt, Berry, & Mokdad, 2009). Galea et al. (2007) also support that living in
urban neighborhood poverty increase the odds of depression in the urban residents.
Another study investigates the factors of depressive symptoms among older persons in
urban areas, and finds that low residential stability in urban structure is associated with
the symptoms (Aneshensel et al., 2007).
Between genders, a study suggests that the majority of women in urban areas are
sedentary. Women who meet the physical activity recommendations (such as moderate to
vigorous physical activity most days of the week for at least 30 min) are only 8% of
blacks women, 11% of Mexican-American women, and 13% of whites women. Minority
women have the lower levels of participation in LTPA compared to whites (Ransdell &
Wells, 1998). A study from New York City indicates that Hispanic has two times higher
odds of physical inactivity (OR 2.18) when compared to non-Hispanic whites (Willey,
Paik, Sacco, Elkind, & Boden-Albala, 2010). Parks et al. (2003) use a cross sectional
study to compare urban and rural differences in physical activity. They find that blacks in
urban areas is less likely to be physically active compared to whites.
Older people may experience more depression from city life. A study supports
that physical activity of women in urban areas decreases as age increases (Ransdell &
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Wells, 1998). The study reports that older people in metro areas with high residential
density are less likely to have walking or PA due to traffic hazards and personnel safety.
On the other hand, neighborhood atmosphere, such as green spaces, and scenery,
positively influence the older adult physical activity (Chaudhury et al., 2011).
Between genders, women are more likely to distress in metro living. A study
from Chang, Hillier, & Mehta (2009) suggests that residing in high blacks isolation in the
city of Philadelphia is associated with obesity, but only effects women, not men. They
find that physical disorder of the neighborhood is the mediator of the association. In
Manhattan, New York, the study supports that women in Manhattan are more likely to be
inactive than men (Willey et al., 2010).

2.4.4 Socioeconomic Neighborhood

According to stress theory, living in a disadvantaged neighborhood that is
surrounded with stressors, such as danger, trouble, crime, and incivility, can lead to a
psychological and physiological stress and ultimately, damage the health of the residents
(Hill, Ross, & Angel, 2005; Ross & Mirowsky, 2001; Ross et al., 2002). The association
between living in a disadvantaged neighborhood and physical well-being is mediated
entirely by neighborhood disorder, which influences health both directly and indirectly,
by way of fear (Ross & Mirowsky, 2001).
Hill et al. (2005) investigated the mechanism under neighborhood disorder and
poor health among residents in Chicago, Boston, and San Antonio. They find that
neighborhood disorders from crime, vandalism, drug use, abandoned buildings, gang
activity, unsafe streets, etc. contribute to the residents reacting with psychological and
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physiological stress responses. Psychological stress responses include depression and
fearful anxiety and physiological stress responses include dizziness, nervousness, heart or
chest pain, nauseas, hard breathing, weakness, and numbness that affect the residents'
health.
In order to identify socioeconomic neighborhoods, neighborhood income or/and
education are measured. As a result of co-linearity of income and education, only one can
be selected to be in the analysis (King et al., 2005). There are many articles that
determine the association between neighborhood SES and physical activity. Most
research supports that living in high income and education neighborhoods is associated
with more physical activity (Cerin & Leslie, 2008; King et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2008)
Disparity in physical activity resources is clearly evident by SES neighborhoods.
Sallis et al. (2011) find that there are differences between neighborhood environments
associated with physical activity and neighborhood income. The major environments
include esthetics, pedestrian/biking facilities, safety from traffic and crime, and access to
recreation facilities. Because of these resource disparities, SES neighbor disparity in
physical activity may occur. Cerin and Leslie (2008) find that mediators between
recreational walking and SES neighborhoods are physical barriers to walking and access
to public open space. Gordon-Larsen, Nelson, Page, & Popkin (2006) also indicate that
an increasing of the availability of recreational facilities is associated with increases of
physical activity, and they suggest that low SES neighborhoods have lower physical
facilities. In Phoenix, Arisona, Cutts, Darby, Boone, & Brewis (2009) find that physical
activity resources such as parks are smaller in lower income and minority populations
such as Latino areas.
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Differences of quality and different kinds of built environments are found by SES
neighborhood. Moore, Diez Roux, Evenson, McGinn, & Brines (2008) examine the
variations in the location and density of recreational resources by SES and racial
composition neighborhoods in Maryland, North Carolina, and New York. They find that
black and Hispanic minority neighborhoods have significantly less recreational facilities
than whites neighborhoods. Parks that are free for public use are found more in low
income and minority neighborhoods, whereas recreational facilities that have a fee such
as gymnastics, pools, golf courses, and dancing are found more in whites and high
income neighborhoods. They suggest that the availability of parks is not the issue
between racial/ethnic and socioeconomic disparities in physical activity but the types and
quality of resources in parks are the important aspect that need to be considered (Moore
et al., 2008).
Living in low SES neighborhoods is associated with having lower social supports.
Cerin and Leslie (2008) determine the mediator of SES neighborhood and leisure time
physical activity, and find that living in high SES neighborhood associated with more
social support from family and friend. Social support directly and indirectly influences
through self-efficacy on leisure time physical activity. Shelton et al. (2008) determine the
association between social factors and physical activity among adults in low income
urban environments. They find that smaller social networks are associated with lower
physical activity especially in younger residents and Hispanics.
High crime is common in low SES neighborhoods (De Jesus et al., 2010; Sallis et
al., 2011). This safety barrier may mediate the association between SES neighborhood
disparity and physical activity. Sallis et al. (2011) find a significant difference of safety
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from crime between low income and high income neighborhoods. They point out that this
safety issue may be a barrier to low income neighborhoods to engage in physical activity.
Griffin et al. (2008) suggest that to make disadvantaged neighborhood healthier, the
community needs to manage safety issues in low income area.
Weaker social strength such as social support, social network, and social cohesion
in lower SES neighborhoods may increase safety concerns in this subgroup. De Jesus et
al. (2010) determine predictors of perceived neighborhood safety among ethnically
diverse residents living in low income areas of Boston. The predictors include social
support, social network, and social cohesion. They find that social cohesion is a predictor
of perceived neighbor safety among female and male in the area. Residents with high
levels of social cohesion in their neighborhoods would be more likely to perceive their
neighborhoods as safer compared to their counterparts. This study indicates that
increasing social strength, such as social cohesion, may be another way to make residents
in low SES neighborhoods feel safer and engage in more physically active.
A few studies investigate the association between SES neighborhood and physical
activity by sub groups, but the results are conflicting. More studies to understand the
mechanism across subgroups are needed. Wen et al. (2007) examine the associations
between total walking and social-environmental factors including SES neighborhood,
access to built environment, safety, and social cohesion by race in California. They find
that neighborhood SES is negatively correlated with walking at recommended levels
among blacks but has no effect on whites, Hispanics or Asians. Social cohesion is
positively associated with walking at recommended levels among whites and Hispanics.
Access to a park, playground, or open space is positively correlated with walking at
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recommended levels among all groups, except for Asians. Neighborhood safety is not
significantly associated with walking at recommended levels in any subgroup analysis.
They suggest that neighborhood environments seemed to have stronger impacts on whites
than for minorities.
Boone-Heinonen et al. (2011) use prospective epidemiologic study to compare the
association between living in neighborhood SES (deprivation) and physical activity by
race. They compare blacks and whites young adults from four US communities and find
that high neighborhood deprivation is significantly decrease physical activity and the
associations are stronger in blacks than whites.
Between gender, women always suffer stronger stress environments from low
SES neighborhood (Lee et al., 2007; Winkleby, Cubbin, & Ahn, 2006). A study
examines the influence of neighborhood level socioeconomic status on mortality by
individual level SES. The study finds that death rates among women of low SES status
are higher than men (Winkleby et al., 2006). Another study examines the association
between neighborhood SES (deprivation) and PA using cohort study of US populations
from young through middle adulthood. The results suggest that higher neighborhood
deprivation is associated with low physical activity and the relationship is stronger in
women than men, especially in whites population (Boone-Heinonen et al., 2011).

2.4.5 Crime

There have been reported negative associations between perceived
neighborhood safety and physical activity (Eyler et al., 2002; Fleury &Lee, 2006 ; Trost
et al., 2002; Velasquez et al., 2009; Wilbur et al., 2003, Bennett et al., 2007; Foster &
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Giles-Corti, 2008; Hooker et al., 2005). Researches point out that crime exposure makes
individual psychological stress, hopelessness, and decreased self-efficacy. As a result,
this leads to increases in risk behavior and decreasing in healthy behaviors (Curry,
Latkin, & Davey-Rothwell, 2008; Hill et al., 2005; Ross & Mirowsky, 2001).
In urban areas, crime and neighborhood disorder may negatively impact the
health of urban residents. Curry et al. (2008) find that violence is associated with
psychological distress through perceptions of neighborhood disorder and through
experiences of violence. They suggest that community and structural level interventions
are needed to decrease neighborhood crime and improve residents' perceptions of their
neighborhood. Benette et al. (2007) examine the mediator between perception of
neighborhood safety and physical activity in low income neighborhoods of metropolitan
Boston, and find a negative relationship between residing in an unsafe neighborhood and
physical activity. Perceived unsafe neighborhoods significantly reduce the odds of
having high physical activity self-efficacy (confidence in the ability to be physically
active) in women.
Among sub populations, women and the elderly are strongly affected by
neighborhood safety. A study finds that females in low income neighborhoods are more
fearful of crime and are more likely to avoid walking due to fear. However in high crime
areas, both men and women exhibit the same level of fear (Roman & Chalfin, 2008).
Sallis et al. (2007) determine whether physical and social environmental characteristics
predict physical activity over 6 months by gender. They use 7-day physical activity recall
interviews to estimate minutes of moderate to vigorous physical activity. The results
indicate that no relationship between crime and physical activity is found in men. In
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contrast, women reporting low crime in their neighborhoods do more physical activity
per week. Lapez et al. (2008) conduct in-depth interviews and face-to-face surveys to
determine intrapersonal, social environmental, and physical environmental influences on
total physical activity (TPA) among Latinas in Lee County, Florida. The results indicate
that women who perceived their neighborhood to be safe reported higher TPA. A study
suggests that safety attributes in low income neighborhoods can facilitate physical
activity among adults aged 20-65 years (Sallis et al., 2011). Among adults aged 50 years
or higher, Tucker-Seeley, Subramanian, & Sorensen (2009) find that, after controlling for
SES and demographic characteristics and functional limitations, older adults who
perceive their neighborhood as safe have an 8% higher mean rate of LTPA. Additionally,
they find that SES is not a significant effect modifier in the association between
perceived neighborhood safety and LTPA in this older group.
Regarding the effect of crime by race, Carlson, Brooks, Brown, & Buchner (2010)
indicate that the association between personal safety concerns and any park use differ by
race/ethnicity. Among sub groups, non-Hispanic whites and blacks are less likely to use a
park if a safety concern exists. However, Hispanics are not less likely to use a park if they
report a safety concern.
A study suggests that blacks are more fearful than whites even living in social
cohesion neighborhoods (Roman & Chalfin, 2008). Some studies also support that
concerns for safety are a primary barrier to physical activity among African American
(Fleury & Lee, 2006; Gallagher et al., 2010; Griffin et al., 2008). Griffin et al. (2008)
conduct focus groups in South Carolina and find that safety concerns are important
barriers to physical activity for individuals living in low-income, high-crime
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neighborhoods. Hooker et al. (2005) examine the association between perceptions of
social and safety-related environments on physical activity (PA) and walking in blacks
and whites in South Carolina. They do not find any relationship between crime and the
odds of physical activity/walking among blacks while the relationship is found in whites.

2.5 Physical Activity Behavior and Self-Efficacy

Social cognitive theory is a popular theory to use in understanding physical
activity behavior . The most important concept of social cognitive theory is self-efficacy.
Perceived self-efficacy is defined as "people's beliefs about their capabilities to produce
designated levels of performance that exercise influence over events that affect their
lives." Perceived self-efficacy determines how people feel and perform; self efficacy can
influence behaviors from initiation to cessation (Keller, Fleury, Gregor-Holt, &
Thompson, 1999). The people with more self-efficacy will have more confidence and
ability to do their work even in the face of many barriers.
Regarding physical activity, the self-efficacy concept is used to understand
physical activity in many studies. Physical activity / exercise self -efficacy means that a
person is confidence in their ability to be physically active on a regular basic or even
when faced with other pressures and demands (Sternfeld, Ainsworth, & Quesenberry,
1999; Trost et al., 2002). Review studies suggest positive relationship between selfefficacy and physically active (Keller et al., 1999; Trost et al., 2002). The study by
Sternfeld, Ainsworth, & Quesenberry (1999) indicates that self-efficacy is significantly
associated with increased sports/exercise and active living in a diverse population of
women (OR = 3.96).
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Broman (1995) determines the impact of efficacy cognitions on leisure-time
physical activity (LTPA) in a black's population age 18-94 years. The findings show that
LTPA is significantly associated with the sense of efficacy in this blacks sample. Sharma,
Sargent, & Stacy (2005) also support that self-efficacy is a significant predictor for
physical activity in African American women. Marquez and McAuley (2006) examine
the relationship between leisure time physical activity and exercise self-efficacy and
exercise barriers to self-efficacy among 153 Latinos (n = 86 female, n = 67 male). They
find that Latinos who are high in leisure time physical activity have significantly greater
exercise and barriers self-efficacy than did Latinos who are low in leisure time physical
activity. McNeill et al. (2006) also suggest that self-efficacy is the strongest factor that
related to physical activity among both blacks and whites.
Among sub groups, Spence et al. (2010) determine if self-efficacy mediated the
relationship between gender and PA. The results of multilevel analyses reveal that boys
have significantly higher self-efficacy when compared with girls, which resulted in
significantly more PA. A study from Wu, Pender, & Noureddine (2003) examines gender
differences in physical activity among Taiwanese adolescents. The results indicate that
Taiwanese adolescent girls reported lower physical activity self-efficacy and less
perceived benefits and more perceived barriers to being active than boys. Among all
examined variables, perceived self-efficacy is the strongest correlate of physical activity
for these adolescents. The study in US by Li et al. (2006) also supports that female
college students are less likely to have physical activity self efficacy than male college
students.

Among age levels, Nezt and Raviv (2004) suggest that the older individuals feel
lower self-efficacy in relation to physical activity and expected fewer benefits from
participating in physical activity. Some studies suggest intervention to increase exercise
self efficacy in older people to promote their active life. Cromwell & Adams (2006)
evaluate the relationship between physical activity levels and exercise self-efficacy for
older blacks. Findings support a strong association and suggest that interventions that
address exercise self-efficacy would be helpful for increasing the level of exercise in this
group. Lee, Arthur, & Avis (2008) also use self-efficacy theory to develop interventions
for older people in overcoming psychological barriers to physical activity (Lee et al.,
2008).
The evidence indicates that minorities face many more physical activity barriers
than whites. Some physical activity barriers include social and cultural barriers, such as
acculturation, language barrier, lacking exercise experiences, lacking social support and
social cohesion, and lacking of role model and leadership ( Eyler et al., 1998; Eyler et al.,
2002; Eyler et al., 2003; King et al., 2000; Wolin, Colditz, Stoddard, Emmons, &
Sorensen, 2006). Moreover, minorities have lower levels of self efficacy that contribute
to having more difficulty to coping with physical activity barriers than whites (Cerin &
Leslie, 2008; Clark, 1995; Dinwiddie, 2011).
From all reviews, it is clearly evident that physical activity self-efficacy varies by
age, gender, and race. The above evidences suggest that older people, female, and
minorities have lower confidence and ability in physical activity/exercise than their
counterparts. Therefore, these people should be more sensitive depending on the
immediate environments where they face, such as in stress neighborhoods (crime area,
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low SES neighborhood, and metro area) or disappointing environments, (bad natural
amenity and insufficient built environments) than their counterparts. In this study, it is
reasonable to hypothesize that social and physical environmental conditions, such as built
environment, natural amenity, crime area, SES neighborhood, and urbanization are
associated with physical activity and the associations are stronger among older people,
female, and minorities than their counterparts.

2.6 Summary

In summary, this review finds the disparity in physical activity participation
across the US, with the highest inactivity in the South region, and the highest active in the
West. Social and physical activity resources also differ by geographic region. Evidence
indicates that natural amenity is highest in the West and lowest in the Midwest. Built
environment, such as green areas, and outdoor resources, has the most availability in
West and the lowest availability in Midwest. Regarding urban demographics, minorities
are more congestion in Western metro areas. With regards to isolation, the minorities'
segregation is common in northeast metro areas. Violence crime, lowest education, and
poorest neighborhoods are all more common in the South, and lowest percentages of
them are in the Northeast. Owing to the disparity in social and physical environments
across the regions, it is reasonable to expect that the associations between these
environments and physical activity may also differ.
Previous studies investigate risk factors related to physical activity level in some
area of the country such as in the state of California, Florida, and New York. However, to
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date, no research uses national data linking social and physical environments to identify
factors contributing physical activity across the US regions.
The reviews indicate that the social ecological model of health behavior is a very
useful conceptual theory to describe the influences on health behavior. This model is of
benefit to describe behavior of individuals among multiple effects. The models indicate
that multiple levels of impact including individual, social, and physical environmental
factors all influence health behavior.There are many studies that apply ecological models
for understanding human behaviors in a variety of settings.
For physical activity research, there are many studies that apply the concept of the
model to search for determinants of physical activity. These studies provide enough
evidence to suggest that the ecological models of health behavior may be a useful
framework to understand the role of the individual and environmental determinants on
physical activity of the population across US geographic regions.
This study investigates whether environmental determinants, including physical
activity built environments, metro/non-metro settings, SES neighborhood, crime
environment, and natural amenity of the county in which people live, influence their
physical activity. The controlled individual factors include age, gender, race, education,
income, dietary behavior, emotional factor, and health status. The reviews suggest that
residing in the high natural amenity and built environment neighborhoods may facilitate
physical activity behavior, whereas living in low SES neighborhood, high violence crime,
and metro areas may hinder the active living.
With regards to analytical method, the reviews find that most observational data
collected in the human and biological sciences are hierarchical or clustered structures.
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Under these circumstances, attempting to understand individual-level behavior without
the influence of environment on those behaviors can severely distort the results. The
review indicates that multilevel modeling is an attractive approach in studying the
relationships between individuals and their social groupings. The advantage of the model
is that it allows the incorporation of theory to integrate individual and group processes
into the clustered sampling schemes. Multilevel models have been used in many research
areas including education, psychology, behavioral science, political science, and
sociology. In this application, multilevel logistic regression is used to examine
individuals embedded within a county of four US Census regions.
Multilevel models allow a researcher to determine the influence of environmental
factors that directly effect physical activity. Additionally, the multilevel concept provides
benefits to investigate the moderating effects of individual factors on the environments.
Selected moderators in this study include age, race, and gender. Self efficacy is the theory
to use in understanding physical activity behaviors. The reviews indicate that people with
more self efficacy will have more confidence and ability to do their work even in the face
of many barriers. Physical activity self-efficacy varies by age, gender, and race. The
evidences suggest that older people, female, and minorities have lower levels of physical
activity self-efficacy and lower ability to deal with the barriers than their counterparts.
For this reason, it is sensible to hypothesize that social and physical environmental
conditions such as built environment, natural amenity, crime areas, SES neighborhoods,
and urbanization are associated with physical activity and the associations are stronger
among older people, female, and minorities than their counterparts.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

This chapter provides the elements of research methodology regarding the
purpose of this study, followed by research questions and hypotheses, details of data
sources and all variables, methods of data analysis, and issues of human subjects.
Afterwards, the summary of methodology is discussed.

3.1 Purpose of the Study

1. This study investigates whether environmental conditions, including natural amenity,
built environment, urbanization, crime, and social economic neighborhood are associated
with physical activity and whether these associations are modified by geographic region.
2. This study investigates whether demographic factors (gender, age, race) moderate the
association between environmental factors and physical activity and whether these are
modified by geographic region.

3.2 Research Questions and Hypotheses

Drawing upon the ecological model, the study proposes eight relevant hypotheses
for two research questions. For hypotheses testing, in all case, a p-value of less than or
equal to 0.05 is used to reject null hypotheses.
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Research Question One:

1. What environmental conditions are associated with physical activity and do these
associations vary by geographic region?
Hypothesis 1
Alternative hypothesis: More availability of built environments are significantly
associated with increased physical activity.
Hypothesis 2
Alternative hypothesis: Higher natural amenities are significantly associated with
increased physical activity.
Hypothesis 3
Alternative hypothesis: Higher socioeconomic environments are significantly associated
with increased physical activity.
Hypothesis 4
Alternative hypothesis: Metropolitan environment is significantly associated with
decreased physical activity.
Hypothesis 5
Alternative hypothesis: Higher levels of violent crimes are significantly associated with
decreased physical activity.

Research Question Two:

What demographic factors moderate the association between environmental factors and
physical activity and do these moderators vary by geographic region?
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Hypothesis 6
Alternative hypothesis: The associations between environments and PA are significantly
stronger among women than men.
Hypothesis 7
Alternative hypothesis: The associations between environments and PA are significantly
stronger among older than younger.
Hypothesis 8
Alternative hypothesis: The associations between environments and PA are significantly
stronger among minorities than whites.

3.3 Data Sources

3.3.1 Individual Level Data

All individual-level measures are obtained from the BRFSS questionnaireSMART: BRFSS City and County Data. The Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System
(BRFSS) is a collaborative project of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and U.S. states and territories. Established in 1984 by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), BRFSS is a state-based system of health surveys that
collects information on health risk behaviors, preventive health practices, and health care
access primarily related to chronic disease and injury in the adult population (18 years of
age or older) living in householdsTelephone interviewing was conducted during each calendar month. Calls were
made seven days per week, during both daytime and evening hours. Standard procedures
were followed for rotation of calls over days of the week and time of day.
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Although the BRFSS is designed to produce state-level estimates, growth in the
number of respondents has made it possible to produce prevalence estimates for smaller
areas. This led to the Selected Metropolitan/Micropolitan Area Risk Trends (SMART)
project (CDC, 2010).
SMART project survey data in the local area based on MMSAs; metropolitan
statistical areas, micropolitan statistical areas, and metropolitan divisions as defined by
the Bureau of the Census. MMSAs are composed of counties and the BRFSS collects
data about county of residence. In order for an MMSA to be included in SMART BRFSS
there must be at least 500 respondents within the MMSA and the weighting criteria must
be applicable. In order for a county to be included, the county must be within a selected
MMSA and the weighting criteria must be applicable at the county level. SMART
BRFSS is an ongoing process in which local level data will be more available for future
years. The number of MMSAs and counties included depends on sample size and the
weighting procedure used. Because states may change their sample sizes and designs
from year to year, the MMSAs and counties with data available for a given year will
fluctuate. The Number of MMSA and County that have met the analysis criteria for
Smart Project by year are shown as Table 4.
This study uses nationally representative data regarding physical activity by
geographic region of the United States and the analyses are considered in the small scale
of county regions. In order to obtain more statistical power and accuracy of the results,
the SMART BRFSS 2007 that composed of the largest sample sizes when comparing
with the data in the other years is used.
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Table 4
The Number of MMSAs and Counties That Have Met the Analysis Criteria for Smart
Project by Year
MMSAs
146
105
134
153
145
184
177
00
o

Year
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

County
98
153
199
232
234
298
266
283

Adapted from: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). 2010. 2009 SMART:
BRFSS City and County Data.

3.3.2 County Level Data
Data for this study are collected at the county level. Environmental factors in this
study are focused on physical activity built environments, natural amenity,
socioeconomic condition, violent crime, metro and non-metro characteristics all in the
domain of the county in which respondents lived.

3.3.2.1 Physical activity built environment

The physical activity built environment variable is the summation of the
availabilities of park and local facility, public open space and green area, and outdoor
activity resource. The data are obtained from the National Outdoor Recreation Supply
Information System (NORSIS) database. NORSIS is a county-level database of outdoor
recreation resources in the United States compiled for the 1998 Renewable Resources
Planning Act (RPA) Assessment of Outdoor Recreation and Wilderness. It consists of
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3,116 observations including independent cities and a single observation for the state of
Alaska in addition to county units in the other 49 states. The database includes 492
variables such as land and water acreage, outdoor recreational facilities, and some socio
demographic environments that are aggregated to a summary measure at the county-level

3.3.2.2 Socioeconomic factor

Considering socioeconomic condition, a low socioeconomic neighborhood is
measured from those neighborhoods with lower median income, or/and fewer residents
with a college education. Due to the problem of collinearity, in this study only
educational factor as percentage of persons with Bachelor's degree or higher is included,
in the analysis. This data is obtained from 2007 County and City Data Book by Census
Bureau database.
According to the Census Bureau, the County and City Data Book is the most
comprehensive source of information about the individual counties and cities in the
United States. It includes data for all U.S. states, counties, and cities with a population of
25,000 or more. Information in the County and City Data Book covers the following
topical areas: age, agriculture, births, business establishments, climate, construction,
crime, deaths, earnings, education, elections, employment, finance, government, health,
households, housing, income, labor force, manufactures, population, poverty, race and
Hispanic origin, social services, and water use.
Files contain a collection of data from the U.S. Census Bureau and other federal
statistical bureaus, governmental administrative and regulatory agencies, and private
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research bodies. All data are recorded in excel format, and we can retrieve the data online
from http://www.census.gov/statab/ccdb/ccdbstcounty.html

3.3.2.3 Crime environment

For crime environment, the number of violent crimes per population by county
are calculated from raw data of violent crime, and the total population by county from
2007 County and City Data Book that are the same source as SES condition as argued
above. In this study, violent crime is the summation of crime measured from murder and
non-negligent man slaughter, forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault.

3.3.2.4 Metro or non-metro settings

For the level of urbanization level (metro or non-metro settings), the data is
obtained from United States Department of Agriculture (USDA): Economic Research
Service (ERS), 2003 Rural-Urban Continuum Codes form a classification scheme that
distinguishes metropolitan counties and non-metropolitan counties, see Table 5.
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Table 5
2003 Rural-Urban Continuum Codes
Description

Code
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Counties in metro areas of 1 million population or more
Counties in metro areas of 250,000 to 1 million population
Counties in metro areas of fewer than 250,000 population
Urban population of 20,000 or more, adjacent to a metro area
Urban population of 20,000 or more, not adjacent to a metro area
Urban population of 2,500 to 19,999, adjacent to a metro area
Urban population of 2,500 to 19,999, not adjacent to a metro area
Completely rural or less than 2,500 urban population, adjacent to a metro area
Completely rural or less than 2,500 urban population, not adjacent to a metro
area

Adapted from: USDA Economic Research Service. (2004). 2003 Rural—Urban
Continuum Codes.

Metro and non-metro areas are defined by the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB). In 2003, OMB defined metro areas as (1) central counties with one or more
urbanized areas, and (2) outlying counties that are economically tied to the core counties
as measured by work commuting. Outlying counties are included if 25 percent of workers
living in the county commute to the central counties, or if 25 percent of the employment
in the county consists of workers coming out from the central counties—the so-called
"reverse" commuting pattern. Non-metro counties are outside the boundaries of metro
areas.
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3.3.2.5 Natural amenities
For natural amenities by county, the data is obtained from United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA): Economic Research Service (ERS). The natural
amenities scale is a measure of the physical characteristics of a county area that enhance
the location as a place to live. The scale is constructed by combining six measures of
climates, topography, and water areas that reflect environmental qualities most people
prefer (USDA, 2004).
The first measure is warm winter (average January temperature). People are
attracted to areas with warm winters. It is found that southern areas of the country
generally have the warmest winters, while the upper Midwest and the Rocky Mountains
experience the coldest. Coastal areas are generally warmer than inland.
The second measure is winter sun (average January days of sun). USDA indicates
that Southwest has the sunniest Januaries while the Pacific Northwest has the cloudiest.
The third measure is temperature summer (low winter-summer temperature gap).
It indicate that places warm in the winter tend to be hot in the summer; with mountainous
areas and areas along the West Coast tend to have the most temperature summers. The
Central and Southern Plains, southern Arizona, and the Imperial Valley in California
have the least temperature summers.
The fourth measure is summer humidity (low average July humidity). It was
shown humidity, which adds to summer discomfort, is relatively low in the West, except
along the coast. July humidity is high in much of the Southeast.
The fifth measure is topographic variation (topography scale). To measure
topography, USDA divided land formations into five basic forms including plains,
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tablelands, plains with hills or mountains, open hills or mountains, and hills and
mountains. Within each of these broad categories, land is distinguished by its degree of
variation.
The last measure is water area (water area as proportion of total county area). It is
noted that coastal areas and areas with lakes are more pleasant than areas lacking surface
water, with a difference between 5 percent and 10 percent in water surface area improves
the attractiveness of an area as much as difference between 10 and 20 percent.
The USDA creates the simplest type of scale and tests it ability to predict county
population change against the combined predictive ability of the six separate items.
Because each item has different scales, the amenity measures are standardized so each
has a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. The combined scale is created by
summing these standardized measures. The higher score on the scale is the higher the
level of nature amenity.

3.4 Study Sample
The study sample is composed of adults aged 18 years and older. In 2007,
respondents are assigned to a county on the basis of their FIPS county codes. From within
the 184 MMSAs, county level estimates have been produced from the BRFSS data for
298 counties that have met the criteria. From the data base, final sample size of
population in this study is 166,947 cases of US adult aged 18 years and older living in
298 counties.
Data is divided by four geographic regions as Northeast, Midwest, South, and
West based on U.S. Census Bureau. In Northeast, final individual sample is 45,251 cases
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of US adult aged 18 years and older in 66 counties. In Midwest, the individual sample is
20,621 cases of US adult aged 18 years and older in 40 counties. In South, the individual
sample is 60,463 cases of US adult aged 18 years and older in 131 counties. In West, the
individual sample is 40,612 cases of US adult aged 18 years and older in is 61 counties.

3.5 Variables and Measurements

3.5.1 Dependent Variable

The dependent variable in this study is whether the individual is meeting physical
activity (PA) recommendations, dichotomized as meeting current physical activity
recommendations or not (0 and 1, respectively). Recommended levels of exercise for this
population include participating in either moderate physical activity defined as 30 or
more minutes per day for 5 or more days per week, or vigorous activity for 20 or more
minutes per day on 3 or more days.
From the survey, respondents are asked as to whether they engaged in moderateand vigorous non-occupational physical activity during a usual week. Moderate activities
are assessed by asking whether respondents do moderate activities for at least 10 minutes
at a time, such as brisk walking, bicycling, vacuuming, gardening, or anything else that
causes some increase in breathing or heart rate. To measure vigorous activities,
respondents are asked as to whether they do vigorous activities for at least 10 minutes at a
time, such as running, aerobics, heavy yard work, or anything else that causes large
increases in breathing or heart rate.
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3.5.2 Independent Variables

3.5.2.1 Individual-level covariates

Individual level covariates in this study are composed of gender, race, income,
education, age, diet behavior, emotional factor, and health status.
The individual factors are categorized as following: gender(0-male, 1-female),
race(l-whites, 2- blacks, 3-other race, 4- Hispanic), income level (1-less than $15,000, 2$15,000 to less than $25,000, 3- $25,000 to less than $35,000, 4- $35,000 to less than
$50,000, 5-$50,000 or more), education level (1-did not complete high school, 2-high
school, 3-attendd college or technical school, 4- college 4 years or more), age level (118-27 yrs, 2- 28-37 yrs, 3- 38-47 yrs, 4- 48-57 yrs, 5-58-67 yrs, 6-68 yr and up, diet
behavior (1- consume fruits and vegetables < 5 times per day, 2- consume fruits and
vegetables 5 or more times per day), emotional factor (1- very satisfied with your life, 2satisfied with your life,3- dissatisfied with your life 4-very dissatisfied with your life),
health status (1- general health is excellent, very good, or good, 2-general health is fair or
poor)

3.5.2.2 County-level characteristics

County-level characteristics are five variables. The availability of physical
activity built environments is the ratio scale as the summation of availabilities of park and
local facility, public open space and green area, and outdoor activity resource. The county
characteristic for level of urbanization is a nominal scale as 1-metro counties, 2-nonmetro counties. SES indicator is educational characteristic as the percent of persons with
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Bachelor's degree or higher. The natural amenity environment is the ratio scale by
county. The crime environment is the density of violent crime by county.

3.6 Data Analysis

Data from BRFSS is gathered and linked with the external environmental data
sources. The sample is clustered for four geographic regions. Missing data are excluded
from the statistical calculation. Then the principal analyses are performed including
descriptive statistics, multicollinearity test. After that multilevel logistic regression
analyses are examined to test hypotheses and answer research questions. All statistical
analyses are conducted by the statistical package SPSS 19.

3.6.1 Multicollinearity Test

The study uses the variance inflation factor (VIF) and tolerance to determine
whether collinearity; a situation in which two or more variables are very closely linearly
related, is a problem. A VIF greater than 10 and tolerance less than 0.1 would indicate
problems of multicollinearity (Field, 2009).

3.6.2 Median Odd Ratio (MOR)

Multilevel logistic regression should be conducted if the dependent variable has
variation at multilevel. In order to confirm that physical activity does indeed vary by
county, the study first conducts a null model without explanatory variables (model
contains no predictors). To measure the heterogeneity of physical activity across regions,
median odd ratios are calculated.
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If MOR is equal to one, there would be no differences between areas (counties)
in the probability of meeting PA recommendation. If there are strong county level
differences, the MOR would be large. That would indicate the heterogeneity of
individual's physical activity among county levels. If MOR is greater than 1, multilevel
for the analysis instead of ordinary least square (OLS) regressions need to be considered.

3.6.3 Multilevel Modeling

Multilevel regression modeling is a statistical model that allows specifying and
estimating relationships between variables that have been observed at different levels of a
hierarchical (or nested or clustered) data structure. Multilevel models refer to
generalization of linear and generalized linear modeling including random coefficient
models, mix-effect models, multilevel regression models, hierarchical linear models, and
multilevel covariance structure (or structural equation) models. This diversity of names
based on the statistical theory underlying multilevel model that work in several different
fields. A generalized linear multilevel model (Zhou, Perkins, & Hui, 1999) or generalized
linear mixed model (GLMM) extends generalized linear models (GLM) by adding
random effects to linear predictors; incorporate both fixed-effects parameters and random
effects. By so doing, they are useful for accommodating nested discrete data. However,
addition of random effects to a GLMM complicates the estimation considerably because
computation of the marginal likelihood (ML) involves integrating out random effects,
which often requires high-dimensional numerical integration. To avoid integration, two
closely related methods have been proposed to approximate the intractable likelihood: (1)
marginal quasi-likelihood (MQL) method and (2) penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL)
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method.
Multilevel model with binary dependent variable is known as multilevel logistic
regression which can be understood in terms of the generalized linear modeling (GLM)
approach of McCullagh and Nelder (1989). Like many forms of regression analysis, it
makes use of several predictor variables that may be either numerical or categorical
(Zhou et al„ 1999).
In order to determine whether environments influence the physical activity, in this
study seven sets of multilevel logistic regression models with random intercepts based on
restricted penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL) estimation will be investigated. To illustrate
and describe the information related with the physical activity of individuals for each
geographic region, each set of the models will be repeated for four geographic regions.
Null Model
A necessary requirement in multilevel modeling is that the dependent variable has
variation at multiple levels. Then, the analysis first will be conducted as a null model
without any independent variable to confirm that odds of meeting current physical
activity in the population does indeed vary by counties. To test the variation, MOR will
be calculated, MOR greater than 1 would indicate heterogeneity between neighborhoods,
to decide whether other sets of further multilevel analysis should be considered.
Model 1- Individual-level characteristics model
Individual-level covariates are added as the modell. The covariates are adjusted
to control the influence of individual factors on PA.
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Model 2- Neighborhood-level characteristics model
Model 2 is expanded from the model 1 by adding neighborhood-level
characteristic. The purpose for this step is to examine whether influence of neighborhood
characteristics, including physical activity built environments, SES context, the level of
urbanization, crime environment, and natural environments of the counties in which
individuals live, effect physical activity.
Model 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 - Cross level interactions
Finally, cross-level interaction effects are conducted to examine the influence of
county-environments by subgroups (age, gender, and race). Model 3 considers the
influence of built environment to PA by subgroups. Model 4 considers the influence of
natural environment to PA by subgroups. Model 5 considers the influence of
socioeconomic environment to PA by subgroups. Model 6 considers the influence of
urban status to PA by subgroups. Finally, model 7 considers the influence of violent
crime to PA by subgroups.

3.7 Protection of Human Subjects

The College of Health Sciences Human Subjects Review Committee has
approved this study as Exempt. Final approval is granted on October 7, 2011. This study
uses the human subjects from 2007 Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System
(BRFSS)—Selected Metropolitan/Micropolitan Area Risk Trends (SMART). The data is
from a cross-sectional telephone survey with anonymous for adults 18 years or older
designed to collect data on health conditions, behaviors, and emerging health issues
conducted by local health departments with technical and methodological assistance
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provided by the CDC. This SMART data is a documented and verified subset of the 2007
BRFSS, which has been produced to provide some local area estimates as metropolitan or
micropolitan statistical areas (MMS A) as defined by the Office of Management and
Budget.
Under those circumstances, the study will involve the analysis of already existing
publicly available data that contained no personal identifiers. There will be no risk to the
subjects or specific companies.

3.8 Conclusion of Methodology

This study aims to investigate the influence of environmental factors on physical
activity of people across US geographic regions. The associations are analyzed using
multilevel logistic regression statistical package SPSS 19. The dependent variable is
whether or not the individuals meet physical activity recommendation. Independent
variables include the crime environment (the density of crime by county), urbanization
(metro and non-metro county), socioeconomic environment (the percentage of people
with bachelor degree or higher by county), natural amenity (the level of natural amenity
by county), and built environments (availability of park and local facilities, open spaces,
and outdoor resource by county). Covariate variables include gender, race, age, education
level, income level, emotional conditions, diet behavior, and health status. Collinearity is
tested to verify that no co-linear relationships among the predictors exist. In order to
determine the influences of environments, while controlling individual covariates, eight
models are constructed. For Null Model, median odds ratios are calculated to test the
variation of the outcome across the county level; the analysis first conduct a null model

without any independent variable to confirm that odds of meeting current physical
activity in the population does indeed vary by counties. Model 1 put all individual
covariates in null model. Model 2 is added environmental predictors into model 1. Model
3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are to investigate the moderating effects on the association. To doing so,
each moderator (gender, age, and race) are added. Model 3 considers the moderating
effects of demographic factors (age, gender, and race) on the association between built
environment and PA. Model 4, 5, 6, and 7 consider the moderating effects on the
association between natural environment, socioeconomic environment, urban status, and
violent crime respectively. In order to describe the environmental contexts related with
the physical activity across the country, each set of the models will be repeated for four
geographic regions.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

This chapter provides the results of the analyses from chapter 3. First, descriptive
statistics for dependent variable and predictors both continuous and categorical are
presented. Following, multi-collinear is shown to verify that no collinear relationships
among the predictors exist. Next, median odd ratios are presented to identify the variation
of the dependent variable across neighborhood. Finally, the results from multilevel
logistic regression models are discussed to answer the research questions and verify
hypotheses.

4.1 Descriptive Statistics

The study sample in this study is divided into four geographic regions according
to US Census Bureau including Northeast, Midwest, South, and West. In Northeast, the
sample is 45,251 people in 66 counties from 9 states. In Midwest, the sample is 20,621
people in 40 counties from 12 states. In South, the sample is 60,463 people in 131
counties from 17 states. In West, the sample is 40,612 people in 61 counties from 11
states.
The dependent variable in this study is whether the individual is meeting physical
activity recommendations as CDC guideline. Table 6 provides descriptive statistics for
dependent variables by geographic region of the country. From the table, percentage of
people who met PA recommendations is in a range from 45.8% to 52.7% from South to
West, whereas percentage of people who do not meet PA recommendations is in a range
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from 47.3% to 54.2% from West to South. Compared with Western region, odds of
meeting PA recommendation among residents are 14% lower for Northeast region, 22%
lower for Midwest region, and 24% lower for Southern region.

Table 6
Descriptive Statistics for Dependent Variables by U.S. Geographic Regions
Characteristics

1. Meeting PA
-Yes
-No
2. Odds Ratio
of Meeting PA

Region
Northeast
(N=45,251)

Midwest
(N=20,621)

South
(N=60,463)

West
(N=40,612)

22135(48.9%)
23116(51.1%)
0.86
(p<0.05)

9590(46.5%)
11031(53.5%)
0.78
(p<0.05)

27668(45.8%)
32795(54.2%)
0.76
(p<0.05)

21391(52.7%)
19221(47.3%)
Reference

Table 7 shows descriptive statistics for continuous predictor variables by regions.
All environmental conditions significantly vary by region at p<0.05. From the table it
indicates that region with most availability of PA built environment is the West, followed
by the Northeast, the Midwest, and the lowest in the South. The best condition of natural
amenity is also in the West, followed by the Northeast, the South, and the lowest in the
Midwest. Regarding educational environment, the highest percentage of people graduated
from college or more is found in Northeast, followed by West, Midwest and South
respectively. For crime rate, it is highest in South, followed by Midwest, West, and
Northeast respectively.
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Table 7
Descriptive Statistics for Continuous Predictor Variables by U.S. Geographic Regions
Zone
Predictors

1. Park
Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
2. Green Space
Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum

Zone 1
Northeast

Zone 2
Midwest

Zone 3
South

Zone 4
West

2.3452
2.6000
2.60
.68933
-1.20
2.80

-5.1111*
-4.5000
.10
7.42648
-36.90
.50

1.0810
1.1000
1.30
2.46342
-4.20
5.70

-1.3441
-.2000
.10
3.51145
-19.00
3.60

3.3267
2.9000
2.90
1.84098
1.10
15.40

.3902
2.0000
.60
7.62973
-30.00
7.70

-2.7456
-2.4000
.10
2.94980
-11.00
.90

3.6062
2.5000
8.50
5.23840
-15.70
14.40

-.5413
-.5000
-.50
.51967
-1.60
3.50

-5.4912
-5.3000
-1.70
5.12263
-25.20
-1.40

-1.4979
-1.5000
-1.40
1.97264
-5.40
6.90

14.7462
8.4000
7.40
16.52084
.50
88.50

5.13
5.00
5.10
2.15
-0.40
17.70

-10.21
-4.1
-11.10
19.28
-91.1
4.2

-3.16
-3.10
0.00
6.40
-20.00
7.00

17.00
15.10
15.10
12.77
3.4
63.5

0.4897
.3400
-1.12
0.9638
-1.44
2.64

-1.6663
-1.7600
-1.69
1.03654
-4.84
1.27

1.3957
.9100
-.76
1.86695
-2.25
6.05

4.0713
4.2500
4.53
1.73679
.42
10.33

3. Outdoor
Resource
Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum

Total Built
Environment
Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum

4. Natural
Amenity
Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
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Table 7
Descriptive Statistics for Continuous Predictor Variables by U.S. Geographic Regions
(Continued)
Zone
Predictors
Zone 1
Northeast

Zone 2
Midwest

Zone 3
South

Zone 4
West

28.746
28.300
43.6
8.5212
11.5
46.5

26.84
25.40
25
8.498
12
48

24.819
24.100
39.1
10.2465
7.8
60.2

27.412
25.900
40.0
8.4776
11.8
52.4

3.6108
2.5345
2.53
3.18100
.32
14.36

4.9648
4.7865
1.93
3.21538
.44
19.73

6.2801
5.8995
13.05
3.03267
.66
18.48

3.7986
3.7103
3.92
1.96200
.87
9.29

5. Education
Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
6. Crime
Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum

* Negative sign means that an availability of resource is below of the national resource average per capita.

Table 8 shows descriptive statistics for categorical predictor variables by
geographic region of the country. Considering gender variable, the percentage of males in
the study is more than females. Regarding race group, whites are the most population
with approximately 80% in each region. People with incomes of $ 50,000 or more per
year are the highest proportion, and the smallest amount is people with income less than
$15,000 per year. People graduated from college are the largest sample and people with
less than high school is the smallest part. Individuals with age 18-27 are the smallest
sample smaller than other any age groups. Those with eating more healthy food are a
higher proportion than those eating less healthy. People with very satisfied and satisfied
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with their life are likely to participate more than people with dissatisfied and very
dissatisfied the life. People with excellence/very good/good health status are found more
than people with fair/bad health status. In this study, most populations are in metro/urban
areas.

Table 8
Descriptive Statistics for Categorical Predictor Variables by U.S. Geographic Regions.
Predictors

Northeast
(N=45251)

Percent of variables by region
Midwest
South
(N=20621)
(N=60463)

West
(N=40612)

1. Gender
-Male
-Female

38.41%
61.6%

38.1%
61.9%

37.7%
62.3%

39.7%
60.3%

85.2%
5.6%
5.5%
3.7%

80.3%
13.8%
2.5%
3.4%

72.6%
13.9%
9.5%
4.1%

81.6%
1.9%
10.7%
5.8%

9.8%
14.7%
10.5%
14.5%
50.5%

8.8%
15.8%
12.5%
16.2%
46.7%

9.7%
15.9%
11.8%
15.5%
47.1%

6.7%
13.6%
11.6%
16.7%
51.3%

7.1%
27.2%
23.4%

6.2%
27.4%
27.6%

9%
25.9%
26.6%

6.4%
22.7%
29.6%

42.4%

38.9%

38.4%

41.3%

5.2%
12.8%
19.6%
22.3%
18.9%
21.2%

6.1%
13.9%
19.9%
22.6%
18.2%
19.4%

5.8%
14.1%
19%
21.5%
19.5%
20.1%

6.5%
15.1%
19.2%
22.3%
19%
17.9%

71.6%

76.8%

74.0%

72.8%

28.4%

23.2%

26.0%

27.2%

2. Race
-Whites
-Blacks
-Hispanic
-Other

3. Income
-Less than 15K
-15k- <25k
-25k-< 35k
-35k-<50k
-50k or higher
4. Education
-Less than high
school
-High school
-Attend college
-College or
higher

5. Age
- 18-27 yrs
- 28-37 yrs
- 38-47yrs
- 48-57yrs
- 58-67 yrs
- 68 yrs or more
6. Diet behavior
-Consume fruit &
veg < 5
servings/day
-Consume fruit &
veg >
5servings/day
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Table 8
Descriptive Statistics for Categorical Predictor Variables by U.S. Geographic Regions
(Continued)
Predictors

Northeast
(N=45251)

Percent of variables by region
Midwest
South
(N=20621)
(N=60463)

West
(N=40612)

7. Emotional
factor
- Very satisfied
with their life
- Satisfied
-Dissatisfied
- Very
dissatisfied
8. Health status
-Excellence/very
good/good
-Fair/poor

43.5%
50.3%
5.0%

42.7%
51.0%
5.1%

47.5%
46.7%
4.6%

46.8%
47.8%
4.4%

1.2%

1.2%

1.3%

1.0%

83.7%
16.3%

83.6%
16.4%

82.1%

17.9%

85.5%
14.5%

92.5%
7.5%

98.6%
1.4%

89.3%
10.7%

96.9%
3.1%

9. Urban/rural
Settings
- Metro
- Non-metro

4.2 Assumption

4.2.1 Multicollinearity

To verify whether multicollinearity is a problem, the study determines the
tolerance and the variance inflation factor (VIF). A VIF greater than 10, or tolerance less
than 0.1 would indicate problems. The results indicate that all the tolerance and VIFs, in
Table 9, are smaller than 10, and more than 0.1. Thus the final sample should not be
biased by co-linearity.
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4.2.2 The Median Odds Ratio

The median odds ratios are conducted to confirm that physical activity does indeed
vary by counties. The study first conducts a null model without explanatory variables
(model contained no predictors), followed by adding individual level into null model, and
add county level subsequently. In order to measure the heterogeneity of physical activity
across regions, median odd ratios are calculated. The results of measures area variation
are shown as Table 10.

Table 9
The Results of Testing Co-linearity as the Tolerance and the Variance Inflation Factor
(VIF) by Geographic Regions
Predictors
1. Gender
2. Race
3. Income
4. Education
5. Age
6. Diet behavior
7. Emotional factor
8. Health status
9. Metro characteristics
10. Built environment
11. Natural environment
12. Educational environment
13. Crime environment

Northeast
VIF
Tol.
.968
1.033
.870
1.150
.635
1.574
.735
1.360
.891
1.122
.962
1.039
.873
1.146
.827
1.209
.876
1.142
.871
1.148
.994
1.006
.864
1.157
1.276
.784

Coefficient
Midwest
South
Tol.
VIF
Tol.
VIF
.975
.969
1.032
1.026
.856
1.168
.895
1.118
.663
1.508
.649
1.540
.772
1.296
.717
1.395
.903
1.108
.911
1.097
.968
1.033
.974
1.027
.864
1.157
.882
1.134
.827
.825
1.209
1.212
.930
1.075
.828
1.207
1.528
.792
1.263
.654
1.693
.819
1.221
.591
.817
1.225
.710
1.408
.735
1.360
1.062
.942

Tol.
.972
.927
.714
.783
.933
.964
.883
.845
.790
.662
.718
.863
.870

West
VIF
1.029
1.079
1.401
1.277
1.072
1.037
1.133
1.183
1.266
1.511
1.393
1.159
1.149
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Table 10
Measures of Area Level Variation and Clustering in the Meeting of Physical Activity
Recommendations in Each Geographic Region of United States: Median Odd Ratio
Obtained from Multilevel Logistic Model
Model
Null model
(no predictors)
Model 1
(add individual level factors* into
null model)
Model 2
(add county level factors** into
model2)

Northeast
1.17

Median Odd Ratios
Midwest
South
1.06
1.17

West
1.14

1.10

1.05

1.12

1.10

1.07

1.05

1.10

1.07

* include age, income, educational level, race, gender, health status, diet behavior, and
emotional factor.
**include built environment, natural amenity, crime, percentage of people with bachelor
degree, and metro or non-metro condition.

The results indicate that the probability of meeting PA recommendations vary by
neighborhood with more variation equally in Northeast and South, followed by West, and
Midwest, respectively. After controlling for individual level variables in model 1, the
variation across regions remains with estimated median odd ratios decreased in each
region. With inclusion of county characteristics, median odd ratios in each region slightly
decrease, except in Midwest where the MOR is still stable. The decreased MOR indicates
that individual and environmental factors are mediators between physical activity
disparities by county area.
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4.3 Results for Research Questions

4.3.1 Results for Research Question 1

Research question 1: What environmental conditions are associated with physical activity
and do these associations vary by geographic region?
Table 11 presents the results from multilevel analysis, model land shows the
coefficients and odds of not meeting physical activity recommendations that resulted
from individual covariates. Model 2 is the results from adding environmental county
predictors into model 1. The results show significant environmental factors in each
region, and indicate that the significant factors vary by region as follows:

Northeast:
Table 11 shows that after controlling for individual-level variables, the significant
environmental predictors of Northeast region are:
1. Metro/Non-metro environments
The results demonstrate that living in metro areas significantly increase odds of
physically inactive among Northeastern population (OR= 1.22, p<0.05).
2. Built environment
The results demonstrate that living in counties with more availability of built
environments significantly decrease odds of inactive among Northeastern population
(OR=0.98, p<0.05).
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Midwest:
Table 11 shows that after controlling for individual-level variables, there is no
significant environmental predictor in Midwest.

South:
Table 11 shows that after controlling for individual-level variables, the significant
environmental predictors in South region are:
1. Built environment
The results demonstrate that living in counties with more availability of built
environments significantly decrease odds of physically inactive among Southern
population (OR=0.99, p<0.05).
2. Natural amenity
The results demonstrate that living in counties with higher natural amenity significantly
decrease odds of inactive among Southern population (OR=0.98, p<0.05).
3. Socioeconomic environment
The results demonstrate that living in counties with higher socioeconomic environment
significantly decrease odds of inactive among Southern population (C)R=0.99, p<0.05).
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Table 11
Individual and County Factors Associated with PA by Regions Identified by Multilevel
Logistic Regression.

Predictors

Model 1

Model 2

(Individual)

(individual+countv)

NE

MW

South

West

NE

MW

South

West

•0.147
(0.863)

-0.153
(0.858)

-0.155
(0.856)

-0.128
(0.88)

-0.145
(0.865)

-0.153
(0.858)

-0.154
(0.857)

-0.128
(0.88)

0.234
(1.264)
0.259
(1.296)
0.344
(1.411)

0.204
(1.226)

0.236
(1.266)
0.102
(1.107)
0.125
(1.133)

0.218
(1.244)
0.252
(1.287)
0.34
(1.405)

0.206
(1.229)

0.137
(1.147)
0.041
(1.042)

0.374
(1.454)
0.252
(1.287)
0.108
(1.114)

0.14
(1.15)
0.041
(1.042)

0.368
(1.445)
0.254
(1.289)
0.108
(1.114)

0.23
(1.259)
0.087
(1.091)
0.122
(1.13)

0.172
(1.188)
0.159
(1.172)
0.122
(1.13)
0.066
(1.068)

0.269
(1.309)
0.177
(1.194)
0.19
(1.209)
0.089
(1.093)

0.276
(1.318)
0.22
(1.246)
0.144
(1.155)

0.034
(1.035)

0.237
(1.267)
0.299
(1.349)
0.263
(1.301)
0.135
(1.145)

0.039
(1.04)

0.24
(1.271)
0.32
(1.377)
0.264
(1.302)
0.136
(1.146)

0.169
(1.184)
0.159
(1.172)
0.122
(1.13)
0.066
(1.068)

0.269
(1.309)
0.178
(1.195)
0.192
(1.212)
0.089
(1.093)

0.216
(1.241)
0.116
(1.123)
0.083
(1.087)

0.055
(1.057)
0.071
(1.074)
-0.013
(0.987)

0.222
(1.249)
0.135
(1.145)
-0.095
(0.909)

0.149
(1.161)
0.126
(1.134)
-0.097
(0.908)

0.216
(1.241)
0.115
(1.122)
0.084
(1.088)

0.059
(1.061)
0.076
(1.079)
0.01
(1.01)

0.218
(1.244)
0.133
(1.142)
0.094
(1.099)

0.145
(1.156)
0.124
(1.132)
0.095
(1.1)

-0.753
(0.471)
-0.463
(0.629)
-0.424
(0.654)

-0.817
(0.442)
-0.451
(0.637)
-0.472
(0.624)

-0.755
(0.47)
-0.476
(0.621)
-0.415
(0.66)

-0.711
(0.491)
-0.445
(0.641)
-0.374
(0.688)

-0.749
(0.473)
-0.459
(0.632)
-0.421
(0.656)

-0.817
(0.442)
-0.451
(0.637)
-0.471
(0.624)

-0.76
(0.468)
-0.482
(0.618)
-0.42
(0.657)

-0.71
(0.492)
-0.443
(0.642)
-0.371
(0.69)

Individual level
1. Gender
-Male
-Female*

2. Race
-Whites*
-Blacks
-Hispanic
-Other

3. Income
-Less than 15K
-15K- <25K
-25K- <35K
-35K-<50K

0.271
(1.311)
0.215
(1.24)
0.14
(1.15)

-50K or more*

4. Education
-Less than high
school
-High school
-Attend college
-College or higher*

5. Age
- 18-27 yrs
- 28-37 yrs
- 38-47 yrs
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Table 11
Individual and County Factors Associated with PA by Regions Identified by Multilevel
Logistic Regression (continued)
-0.355
(0.701)
-0.242
(0.785)

-0.292
(0.747)
-0.169
(0.845)

-0.244
(0.783)
-0.163
(0.85)

-0.302
(0.739)
-0.258
(0.773)

-0.35
(0.705)
-0.24
(0.787)

-0.291
(0.748)
-0.168
(0.845)

-0.248
(0.78)
-0.165
(0.848)

-0.299
(0.742)
-0.257
(0.773)

0.564
(1.758)

0.586
(1.797)

0.594
(1.811)

0.632
(1.881)

0.562
(1.754)

0.586
(1.797)

0.592
(1.808)

0.632
(1.881)

- Very satisfied

-0.422
(0.656)

-0.4
(0.67)
-0.148
(0.862)
0.134
(1.143)

-0.149
(0.862)
0.136
(1.146)

-0.751
(0.472)
-0.466
(0.628)

-0.204
(0.815)

-0.14
(0.869)
-0.007
(0.993)

-0.679
(0.507)
-0.406
(0.666)
-0.338
(0.713)

-0.401
(0.67)

-0.142
(0.868)
-0.009
(0.991)

-0.749
(0.473)
-0.463
(0.629)

-0.419
(0.658)

- Satisfied

-0.679
(0.507)
-0.406
(0.666)
-0.338
(0.713)

-0.622
(0.537)

-0.56
(0.571)

-0.597
(0.55)

-0.622
(0.537)

-0.592
(0.553)

-0.56
(0.571)

-0.595
(0.552)

-0.622
(0.537)

0.199
(1.22)

-0.121
(0.886)

0.036
(1.037)

0.211
(1.235)

-0.015
(0.985)

-0.005
(0.995)
-0.02
(0.98)

-0.003
(0.997)

-0.030
(0.971)

0.000
(1.000)
0.007
(1.007)

0.000
(1.000)
-0.001
(0.999)

0.004
(1.004)
0.005
(1.005)

-0.004
(0.996)

-0.006
(0.994)

-0.005
(0.995)

0.004
(1.004)

1.07

1.05

1.10

1.07

- 48-57 yrs
- 58-67 yrs
- 68 yrs or more*

6. Diet behavior
-Consume fruit &
veg < 5serving/day
-Consume fruit &
veg > 5serving/day*

7. Emotional factor

-Dissatisfied

-0.207
(0.813)

- Very dissatisfied*

8. Health status
- Excellence/very
good/good
-Fair/poor*

County level
9. The level of
urbanization
- Metro
-Non-metro*

10. Built
environment
11. Natural
environment
12. SES
(Educational
environment)
13. Violent Crime
environment
Median Odd Ratio

1.10

1.05

1.12

1.10

-0.002
(0.998)

Note:

1) * Represent a reference group.
2) Bold numbers indicate for p < 0.05.
3) Numbers above parentheses are coefficients between PA and predictors.
4) Numbers in parentheses are the odds ratio of not meeting PA recommendations.
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West:
Table 11 shows that after controlling for individual-level variables, the significant
environmental predictors in Western region are:
1. Built environment
The results demonstrate that living in counties with more availability of built
environments significantly decrease odds of inactive among Western population
(OR=0.99, p<0.05).
2. Socio-economic environment
The results demonstrate that living in counties with higher socio economic environment
significantly decrease odds of inactive among Western population (C)R=0.99, p<0.05).
3. Metro/Non-metro environments
The results demonstrate that living in metro counties significantly increase odds of
inactive among Western population (OR = 1.23, p < 0.05).

4.3.2 Results for Research Question 2

Research question 2: What demographic factors (moderators) moderate the association
between environmental factors and physical activity and do these moderators vary by
geographic region?
Table 12 to 16 show the results of cross level interaction between county
environments and demographic factors (moderators) by geographic region. It is noted
that, in Midwest, no any significant environmental predictor and cross level associations
are found. With this circumstance, lack of significant predictors and association may be
due to insufficient sample size at county level. Generally, the sample size in second level
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should have minimum 50 samples, but the second level data in Midwest is only a sample
of 40 counties. Thus, it may result in a lack of statistical power to estimate the
relationship among second level. If so, the real relationships for physical activity and
environmental counties can not be distinguished. Such being the case, we cannot rely on
the results of Midwest.
Regarding Northeast, South, and West, the study demonstrates some significant
predictors and cross level relationships. The results of associations between demographic
factors and county environments including built environment, natural amenity, SES
environment, urban status, and violent crime are presented as follows:

Built Environment:
Table 12 shows cross-level interaction between built environment and
demographic factors of gender, age, and race; the results are:
1. Gender
No moderating effect of gender on built environment is found. However, living in
more availability of built environment significantly decreases the odds of inactive among
females in Northeast, and South, but do not effect females in West.
2. Age
The influence of built environment appears stronger in older people of 67 years
and up (OR= 0.971) relative to people of 28-37 years (OR= 0.974) in Northeast. No
significant moderating effect of age on built environment is found in South and West.
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3. Race
No moderating effect of race on built environment is found in Northeast and
West. In South, the positive influence of built environment appears significantly stronger
in whites (OR=0.993) than in Hispanic (OR=1.007). Living in more availability of built
environments significantly decrease odds of inactive among whites in Northeast, South,
and West.

Natural Amenity:
Table 13 shows cross-level interaction between natural amenity and gender, age,
and race. The results are:
1. Gender
No moderating effect of gender on natural amenity is found.
2. Age
No moderating effect of age on natural amenity is found. However, living in more
natural amenity significantly decreases the odds of inactive among people with middle
aged (age of 38-57 years) in Northeast, and older people age of 68 years and higher in
South.
3. Race
The influence of natural amenity on odds of inactive is negatively stronger among
whites relative other minorities in Northeast. In the opposite, the influence of natural
amenity on odds of inactive is negatively stronger among other minorities compared to
whites in South. In West, no significant association between race and natural amenity is
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found. However, living in higher natural amenity significantly increases the odds of
inactive among other minorities in West.

Socioeconomic Condition:
Table 14 shows cross-level interaction between socioeconomic conditions and
gender, age, and race. The results are:
1. Gender
No moderating effect of gender on SES counties is found in Northeast and West.
However, the influence of SES counties on odds of inactive is negatively stronger among
females compared to males in South.
2. Age
No moderating effect of age on SES counties is found. However, living in higher
SES counties significantly increases odds of inactive among people age of 28-37 years in
Northeast. Conversely, living in higher SES counties significantly decreases odds of
inactive among people age of 38-67 years in South.
3. Race
The influence of SES counties on odds of inactive is negatively stronger among
whites when compared to other minorities in South and West. Interestingly, the results
indicate that other minorities living in high SES counties are more physically inactive
than those living in low SES counties. In Northeast, no moderating effect of race on SES
counties are found but living in high SES counties significantly decreases odd of inactive
among Hispanic, and increases the odds of inactive among blacks and other minorities.
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Metro/Non-Metro Conditions:
Table 15 shows cross-level interaction between metro/non-metro counties and
gender, age, and race. The results are:
1. Gender
No significant moderating effect of gender on urban status (metro/non-metro
conditions) is found in any region. However, living in metro counties significantly
increase odds of inactive among females in West.
2. Age
No significant moderating effect of age on urban status is found in South and
West. However, influence of living in metro areas on odds of inactive is positively
stronger among older people of 67 years and higher compared to people with age of 3847 years in Northeast.
3. Race
No significant moderating effect of race on urban status is found in South and
West. However, blacks in South and West, and Hispanic in South living in metro
counties have lower odds of inactive compared to those living in non-metro counties. In
Northeast, influence of living in metro areas on odds of inactive is positively stronger
among other minorities compared to whites.

Violent Crime:
Table 16 shows cross-level interaction between violent crime and gender, age,
and race. The results are:
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1. Gender
No significant moderating effect of gender on crime is found in any region.
However, living in more crime counties significantly decreases odds of inactive among
male in Northeast and South.
2. Age
No significant moderating effect of age on crime is found in Northeast and West.
However, living in more crime counties significantly decreases odds of inactive among
people of age 48-57 years in Northeast. In South, influence of living in more crime
counties on odds of inactive is positively stronger among older people age 67 years and
higher compared to people aged 28-67 years.
3. Race
No significant moderating effect of race on crime is found in Northeast and West.
However, blacks in Northeast living in more crime counties are more active when
compared to blacks living in less crime counties. In South, influence of living in more
crime counties on odds of inactive is positively stronger among blacks and Hispanics
compared to whites.
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Table 12
Associations of Built Environment and Gender, Age, and Race by Region in Multilevel
Model 3
Northeast

Built Environment
South
Midwest

OR

Coeff

OR

Coeff

-0.009

0.991

-0.018

0.982*

-0.001
0.001

0.999
1.001

0.012

1.012

1.004
0.997
0.995
1.003
1.006

Coeff

West
OR

Coeff

OR

-0.004

0.996

-0.007

0.993*

-0.002
-0.003

0.998
0.997

0.003
-0.007
-0.006
-0.009
-0.006

1.003
0.993
0.994
0.991
0.994

0.002
-0.005
-0.004
-0.007
-0.007

1.002
0.995
0.996
0.993
0.993

0.998

-0.004

0.996

0.992
1.000

Gender
Male
Female

Age
-18-27 yrs
-28-37 yrs
-38-47 yrs
-48-57 yrs
-58-67 yrs
-68 yrs
and up

-0.026

0.974*

-0.022
-0.012
-0.024

0.978
0.988
0.976

0.004
-0.003
-0.005
0.003
0.006

-0.029

0.971*

0.003

1.003

-0.002

-0.002
0.005

0.998
1.005

0.000
0.000

1.000
1.000

-0.001

0.999

0.007

1.007*

-0.008
0

-0.016

0.984

1.000
0.998

0.987

-0.006

0.994

0.985*

0.000
-0.002

-0.013

-0.015

-0.007

0.993*

-0.003

0.997*

Race
-Blacks
-Hispanics
-Other
minorities
-Whites

Note: 1) Bold numbers* indicate p < 0.05.
2) OR is the odd ratio of not meeting PA recommendations.
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Table 13
Associations of Natural Amenity and Gender, Age, and Race by Region in Multilevel
Model 4
Northeast

Natural Amenity
Midwest
South

West

Coeff

OR

Coeff

OR

Coeff

OR

Coeff

OR

-0.031
-0.028

0.969
0.972

0.016
0.001

1.016
1.001

-0.021
-0.019

0.979
0.981

0.004
-0.007

1.004
0.993

0.008
-0.003

1.008
0.997

-0.063
-0.061

0.939*
0.941*

-0.026

0.974

0.039
-0.026
-0.182
0.031
0.042

1.040
0.974
0.834
1.031
1.043

-0.02
-0.027
-0.028
-0.013
-0.01

0.980
0.973
0.972
0.987
0.990

-0.01
-0.006
0.014
0.005
-0.004

0.990
0.994
1.014
1.005
0.996

0.006

1.006

0.018

1.018

-0.025

0.975*

-0.005

0.995

-0.011
-0.01

0.989
0.990

0.016
0.010

1.016
1.010

-0.016
-0.01

0.984
0.990

-0.019
-0.003

0.981
0.997

0.087
-0.037

1.091*
0.964*

-0.015
-0.001

0.985
0.999

-0.059
-0.02

0.943*
0.980*

0.05

1.051*

-0.007

0.993

Gender
Male
Female

Age
-18-27 yrs
-28-37 yrs
-38-47 yrs
-48-57 yrs
-58-67 yrs
-68 yrs and
up

Race
-Blacks
-Hispanics
-Other
minorities
-Whites

Note:

1) Bold numbers* indicate p < 0.05
2) OR is the odd ratio of not meeting PA recommendations.
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Table 14
Associations of Socioeconomic County and Gender, Age, and Race by Region in
Multilevel Model 5
Socioeconomic County
South
Midwest

Northeast

West

Coefficient

OR

Coefficient

OR

Coefficient

OR

Coefficient

-0.082
-0.140

0.921
0.869

-0.001
-0.005

0.999*
0.995*

-0.012

0.988

-0.008

0.992*

1.640
1.252
0.461
1.181
1.998

-0.004
0

0.996
1.000

-0.007
-0.008
-0.006

0.993*
0.992*
0.994*

-0.008
-0.004
-0.007
-0.006
-0.008

0.992
0.996
0.993
0.994
0.992

OR

Gender
Male
Female

0.004

1.004*

-0.002

0.998

-0.012

0.988

0.002

1.002*

-0.01
-0.012
-0.005

0.990
0.988
0.995

0.495
0.225
-0.775
0.166
0.692

-0.01

0.990

0.225

1.252

0.003

1.003

-0.003

0.997

0.012
-0.014

1.012*
0.986*

-0.230
0.039

0.795
1.040

-0.003
0.001

0.997
1.001

-0.003
-0.002

0.997
0.998

0.019

1.019*

0

1.000

-0.160
-0.240

0.852
0.787

0.003
-0.005

1.003*
0.995*

0.009
-0.007

1.009*
0.993*

Age
-18-27 yrs
-28-37 yrs
-38-47 yrs
-48-57 yrs
-58-67 yrs
-68 yrs and
up

Race
-Blacks
-Hispanics
-Other
minorities
-Whites

Note:

1) Bold numbers* indicate p < 0.05
2) OR is the odd ratio of not meeting PA recommendations.
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Table 15
Associations of Metro Condition and Gender, Age, and Race by Region in Multilevel
Model 6
Northeast

Metro County
Midwest
South

West

Coefficient

OR

Coefficient

OR

Coefficient

OR

Coefficient

0.194
0.203

1.214
1.225

-0.003
0.010

0.997
1.010

0.025
0.044

1.025
1.045

0.276

1.318

0.173

1.189*

0.113
0.113

1.120
1.120

0.093

1.097*

-0.004
0.002
0.006
-0.001
0.003
-0.004

0.996
1.002
1.006
0.999
1.003
0.996

0.012
-0.005
-0.032
-0.002
0.067
0.107

1.012
0.995
0.969
0.998
1.069
1.113

-0.175
0.266
0.004
0.364
0.454
0.036

0.839
1.305
1.004
1.439
1.575
1.037

0.003
0.010
-0.001
0.004

1.003
1.010
0.999
1.004

-0.174
-0.146

0.840*
0.864*

-0.61

0.543*

0.189
0.066

1.208
1.068

0.142
0.045
0.249

1.153
1.046
1.283

OR

Gender
Male
Female

Age
-18-27 yrs
-28-37 yrs
-38-47 yrs
-48-57 yrs
-58-67 yrs
-68 yrs and up

0.263

1.301

0.113
0.373

1.120*
1.452*

-0.217
0.503

0.805
1.654

0.693
0.183

2.000*
1.201*

Race
-Blacks
-Hispanics
-Other minorities
-Whites

Note:

1) Bold numbers* indicate p < 0.05
2) OR is the odd ratio of not meeting PA recommendations.
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Table 16
Associations of Violent Crime and Gender, Age, and Race by Region in Multilevel
Model 7
Northeast

Violent Crime
Midwest
South

West

Coefficient

OR

Coefficient

OR

Coefficient

OR

Coefficient

OR

-0.011

0.989*

1.007
1.002

0.987*

1.004

0.007
0.002

-0.013

0.004

0

1.000

-0.008
0.012

0.992
1.012

-0.011
0.004
0.007

0.989
1.004
1.007

-0.017

0.983*

0.014
0.001

1.014
1.001

0.001
0.015
0.007
-0.003
-0.007
-0.001

1.001
1.015
1.007
0.997
0.993
0.999

-0.024
-0.002
0.019
-0.003
0.005
0.01

0.976
0.998
1.019
0.997
1.005
1.010

-0.018

0.982*

-0.001
0.01
0.002

0.999
1.010
1.002

-0.001
0.007
0.006
0.003

0.999
1.007
1.006
1.003

0.035
-0.016
-0.003
0.009

1.036
0.984
0.997
1.009

Gender
Male
Female

Age
-18-27 yrs
-28-37 yrs
-38-47 yrs
-48-57 yrs
-58-67 yrs
-68 yrs and up

0.021

1.021

-0.012
-0.013
-0.012
-0.008
0.017

0.988*
0.987*
0.988*
0.992*
1.017*

0.011
0.016

1.011*
1.016*

Race
-Blacks
-Hispanics
-Other minorities
-Whites

-0.008

0.992

-0.01

0.990*

Note: 1) Bold numbers* indicate p < 0.05
2) OR is the odd ratio of not meeting PA recommendations.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter provides a recap of the main contours of the study and articulates
several conclusions stemming from the research. First, in succinct form, this chapter
offers an overview of the problem and research approach. Second, the summary of
hypotheses testing based on the social ecological model is provided. Next, predictors of
PA in each region are clarified followed by the effects of environment and physical
activity by subgroups. Implications, limitation of the study, and suggestion for future
study are discussed and an overall conclusion is presented.

5.1 Problem and Approach

The investigation of physical activity behavior entails an examination of
multilevel factors within various environmental settings. The approach is guided by
theory drawn from several disciplines. Research has studied the roles of social, natural,
and built environments in explaining PA behaviors. For example, there is variation in
built environmental conditions among geographic units within the US and several studies
have made compelling arguments that the characterization of the built environment may
either frustrate or enhance a person's propensity to engage in PA behaviors (e.g., Cohen
et al., 2006; Duncan & Mummery, 2005; Hooker, Wilson, Griffin, & Ainsworth, 2005;
Humpel et al., 2002; Kaczynski & Henderson, 2008; Shores & West, 2010). In similar
vein, the natural environment may also promote PA behaviors (e.g., Lin, Spann, Hyman,
& Pavlik, 2007; Merrill, Shields, Whitess, & Druce, 2005; Tucker & Gilliland, 2007). In
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addition, the richness of the social environment across US geographic units also has been
argued to explain PA behavior (e.g., Cerin & Leslie, 2008; King et al., 2006; Lee et al.,
2008). Thus, it is reasonable within this study to consider whether the variation in social,
natural, and built environments condition PA behavior and, further, how these
associations may vary by sub populations.
The research design divides the nation into four geographic regions: Northeast,
Midwest, South, and West. Individual covariates are adjusted to control for the influence
of age, gender, race, diet behavior, emotional condition, income level, education, and
health status. Environmental factors include built environment, natural amenity, crime,
socioeconomic environment, and metro/non-metro conditions.
This study uses the social ecological model as a theoretical framework to search
for environmental predictors of PA among US adults within the four regions. Ecological
and social ecological models of human behavior have evolved over the course of several
decades in the fields of sociology, psychology, education, and public health. The general
thesis of the ecological model approach is that environments may either restrict or
promote PA behaviors. Similar environmental conditions may act upon people's health
differently, depending on personality, perception, and financial resource. The benefit of a
social ecological model approach is that it allows researchers to investigate directly the
effect of environmental contexts on physical activity. In addition, cross level interactions
may be used to identify how environmental conditions affect sub populations within each
geographic region.
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5.2 Social Ecological Model and Hypotheses Testing

This study hypothesizes that residents within counties characterized by the high
availability of PA-related built environments or presence of PA-conducive natural
amenities will decrease the odds of residents being physically inactive. In addition, living
in metro areas, counties with more crime, or counties with relatively low SES will
significantly increase the odds of residents being physically inactive. The study also
hypothesizes that environmental influences differ by gender, age, and race of the
residents.
The main hypotheses of the study are largely confirmed. Findings indicate that
increased physical activity is associated with the PA-related built environments, presence
of natural amenities, high SES, and non-metro conditions. However, variation in PA does
not seem to be associated with variation in violent crime. The results support that living
in a supportive environment, such as high availability of PA-related built environments or
high presence of natural amenities can facilitate an active life. On the other hand, living
in stressful environments characterized by low SES or metropolitan in nature, may
impede physically active. While the results are consistent across regions for the concept
of for built environment, differences among the regions are found for natural amenities,
SES conditions, and metropolitan areas. The results also support that the same
environmental conditions affect people's behaviors differently.
Studies support a positive relationship between self-efficacy and physically active
(e.g., Keller et al., 1999; Trost et al., 2002). Bandura (1986), for example, suggested that
perceived self efficacy is an important concept in determining people's behaviors.
Perceived self-efficacy is the belief that one is capable of overcoming obstacles and
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directing one's life course. People with high self-efficacy, it is theorized, will have more
confidence and ability to complete their work, even when faced with many barriers,
relative those with low self-efficacy. Physical activity self-efficacy is the confidence in
the ability to be physically active on a regular basis , even when faced pressures and
difficulty (Sternfeld et al., 1999; Trost et al.,2002).
Across sub groups, females, older persons, and minorities have lower physical
activity self-efficacy than their counterparts. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that
female, older person, and minorities are more likely to be sensitive to environmental
conditions. Drawing upon exiting theory, this study hypothesizes that the influence of
environments are stronger among females, older persons and minorities relative their
counterparts. As expected, the results illustrate differential effects of the environments by
gender, age, and race and that these influences also differ by geographic regions.

5.3 Predictors of Physical Activity by Region

There is much detail regarding environmental predictors of PA by region and
influences of environments by sub groups. In general, the results demonstrate that
environmental conditions are associated with physical activity and that these associations
vary by geographic region. Within the Northeast, for example, the findings indicate the
significant effects of county-level variables. There are the higher odds of not meeting the
recommendations for individuals living in counties within the Northeast with lower
availability of PA-related built environments and in metro areas.
In addition, within the Midwest, the study does not find any significant predictor.
However, this may be an artifact of the sample size at the county level. According to
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Mass and Hox (2005), a sufficient sample size for multilevel modeling should be more
than fifty at level two. In this study, Midwest respondents include 20,621 people living in
just forty counties (level two). The insufficient sample size at level two may lead to an
inability of the test to find the desired results and, thus, we have to be cautious in
inferring broader meaning from the results. Even though the results do not show any
significant predictor, it is noted that both PA-related built environments and presence of
natural amenities are inferior relative other regions.
Within the South, for individuals living in counties with lower availability of PArelated built environments, fewer natural amenities, and low SES, found are higher odds
of not meeting the PA recommendations.. Similar, within the West, there are higher odds
of not meeting the PA recommendations for individuals living in counties with lower
availability of PA-related built environments, the presence of low socioeconomic
neighborhoods, and metropolitan areas.

5.4 The Influence of Environments by Subgroups

This section discusses the influence of environments by subgroups. The five
environmental influences of built environments, crime, natural amenities, socioeconomic
conditions, and urban status are independently discussed below.

5.4.1 Built Environment

The built environment describes physical or man-made features, such as
sidewalks, bicycle trails, and street lights, which may promote or discourage activity
(Williams, 2007). Previous researches (Cohen et al., 2006; Hooker et al., 2005;
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Kaczynski & Henderson, 2008; Ries et al., 2009; Shores & West, 2010 ; Giles-Corti,
2006; Giles-Corti & Donovan, 2002; Williams, 2007; Kaczynski & Henderson, 2008;
Kaczynski et al., 2011,; Kaczynski et al., 2008) indicate positive associations between
built environments, such as parks, green space, or outdoor resources, and physical
activity.
The built environments in this study are the summation of parks and local
facilities, open spaces, and outdoor activity resources. Betz et al. (1999) finds that built
environments, such as parks and local facilities, are more common in South, whereas
open space and great outdoor resources are more prevalent in the West. In this study, the
findings support the association between built environments and physical activity for
individuals in the Northeast, South, and West. Individuals who live in counties with a
high availability of PA-related built environments are likely to be more physically active
than those living in counties with a low availability of PA-related built environments.
The cross-level interaction effects demonstrate that relationships between built
environment and physical activity are moderated by race and age, but are not moderated
by gender. The positive influence of built environment is significantly stronger in Whites
compared to Hispanic in the Southern region. Within the Northeast, age indicates a
positive influence with built environment and is significantly stronger for those with age
67 or more, relative to those with age 28-37.
Prior studies review the role of green space in promoting PA and differences
among subpopulations. For example, Lee & Mahesawan (2011) find a stronger
association between PA and green space for Whites relative minorities. Other researchers
have shown that minorities are faced with barriers in approaching physical activity (Eyler
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et al., 1998; King et al., 2000; Eyler et al., 2003). Some barriers include acculturation,
language, lack of social cohesion, and lack of past experience with physical activity.
Therefore, the weaker association between PA-related built environments and physically
activity among minorities relative to non-minorities may be the result of differences in
barriers to access the existing PA resources.
As expected, the influence of built environment on PA is stronger in older people
relative to younger. The older population may be relatively more disadvantaged both
physical and psychologically and, therefore the elderly may evidence a relatively lower
level of self-efficacy and more sensitivity to the effects of their immediate environment.

5.4.2 Crime

Physical activity research associated with safety largely focuses on the influence
of perceived safety rather than the influence of real crime. Foster & Giles-Corti (2008)
suggest that real crime and fear of crime (perception) are weakly associated and
perceptions of crime have a more powerful effect on physical activity behavior than
objective measures. Besides, the judgments about crime using real crime prevalence, such
as reported crime, and rating police attention, may not influence the behavior unless the
perceived crime also causes an emotional reaction.
Several researches investigate the connection between real crime and physical
activity. Most do not find a significant association. Doyle, Kelly-Schwartz, Schlossberg,
& Stockard (2006) use county serious crime rates to investigate the association between
crime and walking behavior. The authors do not find a significant association between
crime and frequency of walking in urban neighborhoods. Oh et al. (2010) investigate the
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associations among neighborhood crime, perceptions of crime and safety, and walking
frequency among midlife African-American women in Chicago. The authors do not find
an association between walking adherence and any of the crime measures or crimerelated safety. The authors do, however, find weak correlations among objective crime
measures and perceived disorder crime. The authors suggest that there are different
measuring aspects of the crime environment in this population.
This study uses objective crime measures as the density of violent crime within a
county. Our study also does not find the significant relationship between violent crime
and physically inactive for the whole population within any region. However, the
analyses of associations across sub groups do demonstrate that crimes do moderate PA
are by age and race. As expected, in the South, influence of living in a county with more
crime increased the odds of inactivity is stronger among persons 68 years and older
relative to persons aged 28-67 years. Living in high crime counties significantly
decreases the odds of inactivity among persons aged 48-57 years in the Northeast. Across
race, Blacks in the Northeast living in high crime counties are active compared to Blacks
living in lower crime counties. In the South, the influence of living in a high crime county
on odds of inactivity is positively stronger for both Blacks and Hispanics when compared
to Whites.
Sizable numbers of minorities live in low SES neighborhoods. Many of these
neighborhoods are surrounded with incivilities and, in many instances; residents are
directly and indirectly exposed to levels of crime greater than the higher SES
neighborhoods in the same county. Therefore, it is theorized that residents of low SES
neighborhoods, in general, are subject to more emotional stress. Roman & Chalfin (2008)
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investigate associations between walking outdoors and fear of crime among the
population in Washington DC. The authors find that blacks are more fearful relative than
whites even when living in neighborhoods with more social cohesion. The authors
suggest that direct exposure to crime in the neighborhood contributes to more fear to
blacks. Indirect exposure to crime by hearing or seeing other people in their social
network makes fear diffuse throughout the neighborhoods. Regarding age, a mediator
between crime and physical activity in older people is health status, regardless of
socioeconomic conditions (Tucker-Seeley et al., 2009). Elderly people tend to feel more
physically vulnerable. Therefore, they may feel lower level of self confidence to be
physically active in crime neighborhood relative to the younger population.

5.4.3 Natural Amenities

The natural amenities scale is a measure of the physical characteristics of a county
that enhance the location as a place to live. According to the USDA (2004), the scale is
constructed by combining six measures of climate, topography, and water area that reflect
environmental qualities most people prefer. In the context of physical activity, the natural
environment is increasingly acknowledged by the health planners to improve the activity
of inhabitants. Existing researches investigate the influence of natural amenity such as
climate, topography (hill), or water area on physical activity behaviors. The authors find
that the disparity in natural geographic environments causes the disparity in physical
activity (Bauman et al., 1999; Humpel et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2007; Witten et al., 2008).
This study uses the natural amenity scale that is the summation of all natural
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environments including warm winter, winter sun, temperature summer, low summer
humidity, water area, and topography.
Data from the USDA indicate that the West has the best PA-related natural
amenities followed by the South, Northeast, and Midwest. The USDA's analyses find a
positive association between the natural environment and physically active for people
living in the Southern area, but does not find a significant influence of natural amenity for
people in other regions. The USDA suggests that people are attracted to areas with
warmer winters. Among the regions, Southern areas of the country generally have the
warmest winters, whereas the upper Midwest and Rocky Mountains experience the
coldest (USDA, 2004). Therefore, it is possible that climate is an important natural
amenity that may contributes to an understanding of physical activity differences by
region. A study finds that the highest percentages of people to be active are during
summer months and lowest during winter months (Yang et al., 2011). Across the regions,
Southern area has the lowest seasonal variation and superior warm winter. Therefore, it
may explain why the significant influence of natural amenity in Southern region is found.
Cross level interactions reveal that living in more natural amenity significantly
decreases odds of inactive among people with middle aged (age of 38-57 years) in
Northeast and older people age of 68 year and higher in South. Under this circumstance,
it is possible that older people are more disadvantaged in both physical and psychological
(perceptions of self-confidence) functions, and then are more vulnerable to the
inappropriate environments. A previous study postulates that older people are
significantly stronger decreased in physical activity if they were exposed to extreme
weather influences (Feinglass et al., 2011).
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Among race and ethnicity, the results are inconsistent across regions. The positive
influences of natural amenities are stronger among Whites relative other minorities in the
Northeast. However, the influences of natural amenities are positively stronger among
other minorities relative to Whites in the South. Further, in the West, found is no
significant association between race and natural amenities. Surprising, living in more
natural amenity significantly increases odds of inactive for other minorities in West.
Inconsistent results across regions reflect that minorities in different geographic locations
may have different perceptive, culture, or life style regarding the PA environment. In
order to better understand how minorities experience physical activity behavior and
whether their behavior depend on the regional and group cultures, it is challenging to
conduct a research regarding the role of group cultures and physical activity among
minorities by regions.

5.4.4 Socioeconomic Neighborhood

Socioeconomic neighborhood is measured from neighborhood income or/and
education. The US Census Bureau suggests that the Southern region has the most
persistent poverty followed by the West, Midwest, and Northeast. Regarding educational
level, percentages of graduations at least bachelor degree of the US population 25 years
and over slightly increases from 2003 to 2004. South region consistently has the most
people that do not graduate at least high school, and do not hold at least a bachelor's
degree. The well-educated people are fond most in Northeast, followed by West, and
Midwest.
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Research has investigated the association between neighborhood SES and
physical activity. For example, some research supports that living in high income or high
education neighborhoods is associated with more physical activity (e.g., Cerin & Leslie,
2008; King et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2008). In this study, the results support the significant
role of SES in conditioning physical active for populations. However the results are
inconsistent across regions. The study finds that people living in low SES counties in
Southern and Western areas are associated with low physical activity. However the study
does not find the influence of SES condition for people in Northeast. It may be
considered that disparities in SES conditions by region may mediate these findings.
Namely South and West are relative with high levels of economic deprivations, thus SES
conditions may negatively influence behaviors of the residents.
Cross level interactions reveal that the influence of living in low SES counties is
positively stronger among females relative to males in the South. Living in low SES
counties significantly decreases physically active among females in the West. Previous
studies suggest that females in low SES neighborhoods have more distress relative to
males (Lee et al., 2007; Winkleby et al., 2006). Winkleby et al. (2006) study examines
the influence of neighborhood socioeconomic status on mortality by individual level SES.
The study finds that death rates of low SES women are higher than men. A study
examines the association between neighborhood SES (deprivation) and PA from four US
communities including Alabama, Chicago, Illinois, and California. The results suggest
that higher neighborhood deprivation associates with lower physical activity and the
relationship is stronger in women than in men (Boone-Heinonen et al., 2011).
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Across race, the study finds that SES conditions are positively stronger in Whites
relative to other minorities in the South and West. Interestingly though, the results
indicate that other minorities, such as Asians living in high SES counties of the
Northeast, West, and South, are more physically inactive relative those living in low SES
counties. This phenomenon may result from other minorities, such as Asian or American
Indians residing in high SES areas feeling friendless, lack of social support, and stress
leading to uncomfortable and unhealthy lifestyles.

5.4.5 Metro and Non-Metro Conditions

Metropolitan areas are composed of dense populations. The concentration of
people can induce psychological stress. Metro social environments are complex with
social disorganization, limitation of social support, and more spatial segregations relative
non-metro areas. Physical environments in metro are surrounded with pollution, noise,
and deteriorating environments, such as garbage, litter, and incivilities, more than nonmetro areas. Violent crime is also more common and negatively influences the metro
residents.

Evidence suggests that the density of minority populations is the highest in
Western metropolitan areas. Regarding social isolation, the highest segregation levels
especially for blacks are found in Northeastern metropolitans (Frey, 2011; Frey, 1995).
Among minorities, the higher percentages of blacks are in New York, Chicago, and Los
Angeles; Hispanics live mostly in Los Angeles, New York, and Miami; and Asians live
mostly in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and New York.
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Stressful environments are more evident within metropolitan areas. This study
hypothesizes that living in metro areas may increase the odds of physically inactive. As
expected, the results of this study find that living in metro areas associated with
decreased physically active among individuals in Northeast and West. However, no
significant association is found in South.
The cross-level interaction effects reveal that the influence of living in
metropolitan areas and the odds of inactivity are positively stronger among older people
of 67 or more years of age when compared to people with age of 38-47 years in
Northeast. Besides, influence of living in metro areas on odds of inactive is positively
stronger among other minorities when compared to whites. Regarding gender, living in
metro counties significantly increases odds of inactive among females in West.
In contrast, the study finds that Blacks living in the metropolitan counties of the
South and West engage in more physical active compared to Blacks living in non-metro
areas. Park et al. (2003) suggest that lower income residents are less likely than higher
income residents to meet physical activity recommendations, and the rural residents in
South present a higher percentage of inactive people (Reis etal.,2004). Data by USDA
2010 indicates that among race, non-metro blacks have the highest percentage of poverty
(USDA, 2010). Scott and Wilson (2011) suggest that persistent stress from poverty is
reported among rural blacks, especially in South. Therefore, it may reason that the higher
in physically inactive of blacks in non-metro counties may result from the disadvantage
of their economical condition.
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5.5 Implications

5.5.1 Regional Policy

An aim of Healthy People is to reduce — and ultimately eliminate — health
inequalities among gender, racial and ethnic groups, and geographic areas. As mentioned
earlier, each geographic region of the country faces different risk factors for their
residents' levels of physical activity. For example, in the South, residing in counties with
a low availability of PA-related built environments, few natural amenities, and low
socioeconomic neighborhoods, are associated with not meeting physical activity
recommendations. In West, residing in low availability of built environments, low
socioeconomic neighborhoods, and in metro areas is associated with decreased physical
activity. Understanding the mechanism and real problems of each geographic region in
order to set the interventions based on their needs may decrease PA disparity across the
country.

5.5.2 Resource Management

Some environmental resources, such as built environments, are positively
associated with physical activity of the population. However, the findings indicate that
the advantage of built environments is only for some groups such as whites. The
promotion of constructing built environments is expanding. However, the realization of
resource optimization so that everyone is able to access and receive the advantage is the
best policy.
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In this study the results support the positive association between residing in high
socioeconomic neighborhoods and physical activity, especially for people living in the
Southern and Western regions. However, the results reveal that minorities, such as Asians
living in high socioeconomic neighborhoods, are more likely to be inactive relative to
those residing in low socioeconomic neighborhoods. These findings reflect the problem
of racial gap in high socioeconomic neighborhoods. Allocation of outdoor activity
environments where everyone in high socioeconomic neighborhoods feel confident,
comfortable and a pleasure to participate is a policy that should be considered.
Interestingly, the findings support the positive relationship between residing in
areas with PA-conducive natural amenities and meeting physical activity
recommendations in the elderly. These findings suggest a further development for natural
amenities designed for target populations. Evidence indicates that visiting or being
exposed to a neighborhood surrounded with natural resource amenities, such as natural
landscapes, farmland, rangeland, water bodies, and mild climate, can promote overall
well being both physical and mental, as well as extend human life expectancy
(Hansmann, Hug, & Seeland, 2007; Poudyal, Hodges, Bowker, & Cordell, 2009;
Velarde, Fry, & Tveit, 2007). In addition, exercise in natural settings have been found to
have significantly better restorative effects than exercise in urban surroundings
(Hansmann et al., 2007; Hartig, Evans, Jamner, Davis & Garling, 2003). Findings from
this study make a contribution in that the role of natural amenities is linked with active
living among older people. The design of functional landscapes in senior communities,
for example, by modifying or adding natural scenes, such as garden views, or water areas,
may promote active lifestyles among the elderly.
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5.5.3 Metropolitan Environment

The findings indicate that residing in metropolitan areas significantly increases
the odds of physically inactive among elderly and women. The results show that women
living in metro areas of West and elderly in Northeast metropolitan areas do not meet
physical activity recommendations relative to those living in non-metro areas. In order to
promote their physical activity, more understanding of the mechanism and problems of
these risk groups should be considered.

5.5.4 Reducing Neighborhood Poverty

The study provides evidence that most Blacks in non-metropolitan areas are faced
with physical inactivity. It also finds that Blacks in some high violent crime counties still
have active living. These findings may reflect the economic constraints facing minority
communities. Reinforcement basic skills such as job training and increasing higher
education attainment to the target group may be another option to increase their quality of
life.

5.6 Limitation of the Study

This study has limitations that may be addressed in future research. First, this
study uses data from the BRFSS survey. BRFSS is cross-sectional data that may not
necessarily establish causality. The exclusion of a number of individuals due to missing
data may introduce some selection bias into our analysis. In addition, a small sample size
of the county level from the survey may be unrepresentative of the whole population.

Despite these limitations, the BRFSS data is currently considered the available source
containing the attitudes and behaviors information for a large numbers and dispersed
subjects in the U.S.
Secondly, the mismatching of the study periods from multiple data sources may
distort the results of the study. Specifically, the data from NORSIS is collected in 1997,
whereas the largest sample size for BRFSS is collected in 2007. The NORSIS does,
however, provide the most current physical activity environments in the scale of US
counties. No more current data on PA environments in this scale exist for the US.
Third, this study assumes that respondents are only affected by the neighborhood
in which they reside and the natural and built environments that are proximate to those
neighborhoods. But other environments outside the immediate residential neighborhood
may also support an engagement in PA. For example, gym memberships and workplacerelated activities could also influence the odds ratios of physical inactivity. Although the
other environments are considered as the important predictors, these data do not include
the measurement of these environment factors. A future study that can reflect the role of
these factors will be able to explain more association between environments and physical
inactivity.
Fourth, the inadequate sample size of the test, especially in the Midwest region,
may distort the statistical relationship. Small sample sizes may lead to insufficient
statistical power and type 2 errors. However, to date, there is no any national data
regarding physical activity that have enough sample size covering all geographic regions.
Future study needs to consider any data source that has sufficient sample size in the
Midwest area.
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5.7 Suggestion for Future Study

This study demonstrates the positive associations between physical activity and
built environments across the regions within the US. However, the findings indicate that
the advantage of PA-related built environment is demonstrated only for Whites. To date,
no quantitative research investigates casual relationship between the disparities in using
built environments by race. It is evident that minorities face many physical activity
barriers, such as diminished social support, limiting language barriers, cultural
differences, and lower levels of self-confidence or self-efficacy. Therefore, future
research is recommended to investigate mediators (such as social and cultural barriers)
that contribute to the disparity in using physical activity resources by diverse populations.
Interestingly, the findings support the positive relationship between residing in
good natural amenities and meeting physical activity recommendations in the elderly.
The design of functional landscapes based on natural environments may promote active
lifestyles among the elderly. However, to date, there are conflicting views about natural
environment and physical activity. For example, some studies suggest that hilly
neighborhoods provide more interesting scenery in which to facilitate physical activity
(Brownson et al., 2001; King et al., 2000). In contrast, some other researches find that the
streets in neighborhood that are hilly are the physical activity barrier (Rantakokko et al.,
2010; Saelens, Sallis, & Frank, 2003). Therefore, understanding the detail of what type of
natural amenities are associated with PA among older persons will benefit policy makers
in the design of landscapes for this sub group. Future study is recommended to
investigate the relationship between natural amenities and physical activity among the
elderly.

The study demonstrates that minorities, such as Asians who live in high
socioeconomic neighborhoods, are more likely to be inactive relative to those residing in
low socioeconomic neighborhoods. This finding is counterintuitive and is not consistent
with our theoretical expectations. The reconciliation of the findings relative the
expectations is an opportunity for further investigation of the differences among racial
and ethnic groups. This research indicates that racial gaps in high socioeconomic
neighborhoods merit further investigation. It is challenging to examine perceptions,
feelings or perspectives of minorities living in such neighborhoods. Qualitative research,
such as focus groups and in-depth interviews, is recommended to develop more details in
this area.
The results of this study demonstrate that PA disparities by urbanization level
among Blacks are evident. Blacks in non-metro areas are faced with physically inactive.
However the mechanism behind this phenomenon is complicated and unclear. Economic
disadvantage is the main problem to contribute to the disparity between urbanization
status and physical activity. However, other factors such as self-efficacy, stress, or health
consciousness may also be involved. The future study recommends the investigation of
mediators behind urban disparity and physical activity among this sub population.
Finally, inclusion of the several environmental predictors offered in this study
improves the multilevel model fit; however, the median odds ratios from the multilevel
modeling do not reach 1.0. This suggests that there remain variations in physical activity
across the county that needs to be investigated more. In addition, future research needs to
add other environmental predictors to the model. Social supports, such as social network
and social cohesion are important predictors that should be included.
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5.8 Conclusions

The study of individual risk factors has been inadequate to address the challenges
associated with physical activity behavior. As the theory of social-ecological models,
health behavior is not only determined by individual features but also by the
environmental characteristics with which people are involved. The concept of the socialecological model approach is proposed for investigating environmental predictors of
physical activity for people throughout the country. In addition, this study uses the
benefit of cross-level associations between individual and county-level features in
identifying influence among subgroups.
The main hypotheses of the study are largely confirmed, in that physical activity
is associated with all environmental contexts except violent crime. Associations are
moderately inconsistent across geographic regions. In the Northeast, built environments
and living in metropolitan areas are significantly associated with physical activity for the
residents. In Midwest, there is no any significant environmental predictor associated with
physical inactivity (but, as noted earlier, this may be an artifact of the sample). In South,
built environments, natural amenity, and socioeconomic environment are significantly
associated with PA. In West, the study finds that built environments, socioeconomic
environment, and living in metro areas are significantly related with the residents'
physical activity. The results of this study demonstrate that social, natural, and built
environments that differ across the country may explain why the differences in
environmental predictors by region exist.
Influences of each environmental context are discussed. For the built
environment, some studies show significant influence on physical activity (Cohen et al.,
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2007; Hooker et al., 2005; Shores & West, 2010). However, other studies report no
significant positive relationship between them (Lovasi et al., 2008). It is noted, though,
that previous researches consider built environment as one piece, such as park, outdoor
resource or green area. This is the first study that considers built environments as the
summation of all three physical activity environments including park and local space,
green areas, and outdoor activity resources. The contributions of this study show positive
association between built environments and PA across regions. Additionally, it
demonstrates that influence of built environments vary among sub groups.
A single recent study investigates the role of natural amenity on body mass index
(BMI). The study finds that higher natural amenities are associated with decreased BMI
(Jilcott, Moore, Shores, Imai, & McGranahan, 2011) among people in North Carolina
counties. To date, no other studies describe the relationship between natural amenity and
active living across regions. Findings from this study are a new contribution that supports
the role of natural amenity on active living especially for elderly people living in South.
Elderly people are more vulnerable to environmental conditions such as severe weather.
Therefore, the warmer climate amenity in Southern area may facilitate the elderly to
participate in more outdoor physical activity.
The influence of urbanization (metro or non-metro living) on PA suggests that
people living in rural areas are more physically inactive relative to those living in urban
(Parks et al., 2003; Patterson et al., 2004; Trost et al., 2002). Although physical activity
level is significantly evident among urban population, a study using national data
indicates that the evidence cannot be generalized to all regions of the country (Martin et
al., 2005). Like Martin et al study, this study finds the association between urbanization
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level and PA are moderated by geographic region. The results demonstrate that living in a
metro county decrease physically active for people in Northeast and West but do not
influence people in South. The reason may be that Northern and Western metropolitans
are filled by many minorities and this subgroup is always associated with physically
inactive.
The socioeconomic environment is believed to be a significant factor related with
active living among the US population (Cleland et al., 2010; Keegan et al., 2011; SakariRantala, Heikkinen, & Ruoppila, 1995; Sallis et al., 2009). The findings from this study
also support the positive relationship between living in socio-economically disadvantage
neighborhoods and lower physical activity. However, the significant associations are
found in South and West but it is not evident in Northeast. The reason may be that
Southern and Western regions are the deprived regions with economic disadvantages.
Therefore, the residents living in low SES counties of these regions are less likely to have
healthy lifestyle characteristics such as active behaviors.
Among the remarkable findings in this study is the association between countylevel features and physical activity by sub populations. The study has made five major
contributions. First, the study demonstrates that living in PA-conducive built
environments is a consistent advantage for Whites, whereas there is no influence of built
environment present among Blacks, Hispanics, and other minorities. Minorities have
lower self-efficacy in physical activity than whites and they face many barriers in
approaching physical activity built environments. Therefore, the weaker association
between built environment and physically active among minorities may be the result of
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more difficulty accessing the built environment, even when they are available in the
neighborhoods.
Second, the study provides support that older people are a high-risk group that
depends on environmental conditions. Environments that facilitate physical activity
among older persons are PA-conducive built environments and natural amenities. In
contrast, environments that impede their active life are living in counties with higher
violence of crime and metro areas. Older people are vulnerable to both physical and
psychological conditions. Therefore, the immediate environments in their neighborhood
are very important on their healthy lifestyles.
Third, this study unexpectedly finds that other minorities, such as Asians living in
high SES counties, are more likely to be physically inactive relative to those living in low
socioeconomic counties. Previous study examines whether the influences of
neighborhood-level SES status on mortality vary by SES status of individual (Winkleby
et al., 2006). The authors use mortality follow-up study for adults aged 25-74 years in
city of California. The results indicate that low SES women and men living in high SES
neighborhoods have the highest death rates compared to those living in moderate and low
SES neighborhood. The study suggests that individual with low SES status, but living in
high SES neighborhoods do not benefit from the higher quality of resources and
knowledge that exist in higher SES areas. As in previous research, the results of this
study correspond, that is other minorities (such as Asian, American Indian) living in high
socioeconomic counties are more likely to be physically inactive than those living in low
socioeconomic counties. This circumstance may result from the psychosocial problem. A
study investigates whether discrepancies of SES neighborhoods affect older people age
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55-85 years in Amsterdam. The authors find that low income elderly living in high
socioeconomic areas are more loneliness than those living in low socioeconomic areas
(Deeg & Thomase, 2005). Similar to previous research, it may be reasonable that other
minorities such as Asian or American Indians residing in high SES areas feel friendless,
lack of social support, and stress that may due to social, language, and cultural barriers.
They may then try to isolate themselves from the neighborhood and refrain from
participating in any outdoor activity such as walking in the neighborhoods
Fourth, the study finds that blacks in non-metro areas of the South and West are a
high-risk population to have physically inactive. Among races, it is recognized that nonmetro Blacks have the highest percentage of poverty (USDA, 2010). Therefore, this
result may reflect the problem of economic conditions among blacks in remote areas that
needs to be overcome.
Lastly, the study finds that some subpopulations, such as males and blacks in
Northeast, living in counties that experience more crime are more physically active than
those living in lower crime counties. This phenomenon implies that these subgroups face
difficulties. Ross and Mirowsky (2001) examine whether living in a disadvantaged
neighborhood damages health of the population. The sample was obtained from
community, crime, and health surveys from Illinois. The results suggest that adults age
18-92 years of age residing in low income neighborhoods walk more than high income
neighborhoods. People walk more in poor neighborhoods where most people rent; even
persons living in a low SES area are associated with fear of being attacked and injured
and being afraid to leave home. However fear cannot overcome being poor.
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Several policy implications may be drawn from this study. For built
environments, findings suggest a need for resource optimization for people residing in
underserved areas, such as minority populations. For natural amenities, these findings
suggest a further development of natural amenity for targeted subpopulations such as the
elderly. In addition, a policy to allocate appropriate areas to promote physical activity for
underserved people residing in high socioeconomic neighborhoods should be offered.
Also, development of an intervention program to promote physical activity for high risk
groups, such as women and the elderly in metropolitan areas, should be considered.
Additionally, these findings indicate that Blacks living in non-metro areas across the
country are faced with substantial barriers to engage in physically and the barriers must
be addressed to promote an increase in physical activity.
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